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Data losses
hit aid office

Low salaries
spur exodus
of faculty

Little harm done
By KAREN GALLAGHER

By ALL YSON HOBBIE

Editor in Chief

News Editor

If everything goes according
to schedule, Murray State's stu·
dent financial aid office, closed
since Sept. 13 due to computer
problems, will reopen
Thursday.
The problems began Sept. 6,
when workers from the computing and information systems
office put a change into the
operating system of the University's mainframe computer and
a gliche in the programming
caused the loss of data, said
James ' DeBoer, director of com·
puting and information
systems.
"We tested everything we
could" before installing the new
system, he said, "but you can't
anticipate all conditions that
may exist."
.
DeBoer said that as soon as
the problem was noticed, steps
were taken to correct it, but it
was too late.
The prOduction system that
was affected controls records
such as payroll, personnel and
admiasions, he said. Student
paychecks to be issued today
were not affected.
Although the losses suffered
by the student financial aid office have been the hardest to
recover from, the damage did
not hurt anything and there is
no need for concern, DeBoer
said.
Recovery from the loss consisted of manually re-entering
data from back-up files which
are kept on paper, said John
McDougal, director of the student financial aid office. Data
from several thousand rues has
to be re-entered and rebuilt, but
the office did not permanently
"lose" information.
The re-entering of the data
has been done by office
employees working overtime,
McDougal said.

See COMPUTERS
Page 7

Kentucky universities are
having problems attracting new
faculty members, as well as
keeping the ones .,they have
because of low salaries.
According to a report released
by the Southern Regional
Education Board, the salary of
the average full-time faculty
member at Kentucky's eight
public universities has risen 78
percent since 1978-79, while
salaries were up 95 pereent for
the average faculty member in
the 15 states surveyed.
Kentucky's univerity
teachers average $34,893 in
salafy, $2,997 below the
regional average and $5,455
below the national average, according to the study.
Murray State lost 19 faculty
members for salary-related
reasons last year, according to
the survey.
Other Kentucky universites
have lost similar nUmbers of
facu lty for salary-related
reaBOil8, according to the study.
Farouk Umar, Faculty Senate
president, said the University
has a problem recruiting
because salary ranges are not
competitive.
"Even in Kentucky, there are
universities paying a salary out
of our range for a similar position," he said.
He said he bad observed faculty members who left for better
pay and better benefits.
Although the University cannot pay salary rates which are
competitive with other institutioll8, Umar said that does not
mean the faculty who stay at
MSU are not good.
The Faculty Senate actively
lobbies state government
through the Commonwealth Af.
fain Committee.
Umar said the Senate worked

SUN-SPOTTED: Debbte Benningfield (alttlng), a junior from louisville and Shawn Harr·
lngton, a senior from Key Weat, Fla., take a atudy break and enjoy a sunny spot outalde the Harry
L" Waterfield Library.
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Two Murray State alumni
will be honored for their com·
mitment to education as part of
the Founder's Day celebration
and reception tonight at 7, at
Wrather West Kentucky
Museum.
Robert G. "Bob" Burton, a
1962 graduate, and J.D. "Sturn.
py" Rayburn, a 1935 graduate,
will be reeogni%ed aa recipients
of the 1989 Golden Horseshoe
A warda, preeented by the MSU
Alumni Auociation.
Both alumni are lifetime
members of the Alumni

Association and have served the Burton is a native of West
Univereity in various Frankfort, Ill.
capaci~ies.
Rayburn, who spent 41 years
as an educator, served Murray
Burton, president of ABC State from 1966 until his retirePublishing in New York, and a ment in 1977 as an aaaiatant
vice president of Capital profeaaor of education and stu·
Cities/ABC Inc., chairs the dent teacbm- coordinator. His
Dean's Adviaory Council in the other accomplishments include
College of Business and Public a 20-year tenure as auperinten·
Affairs; ia a member of the dent of Providence City Schools.
board of tru8teea of the Natonal He aerved as Alumni AuociaMuaeum of the Boy Scouta of tion president for 1961-62 and,
America; and is president of the
See FOUNDERS
New York City Area chapter of
Page7
the MSU Alumni Aaaociation.
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Pounds proposes
restructuring plan
Board considers reorganization
By JENNY HAMMAT
Staff Writer

Augustine Pounds, vice president of Student Development ,
has proposed a massive reorganizat ion of her department ,
The MSU Board of Regents reviewed the Student Life Committee's Report from Pounds at its Sept. 8 meeting.
One of the key points being reviewed by the Regents is
Pounds' r eorganization of Student Development. Under the current system there are 19 director/coordinators reporting to one
supervisor or vice president.
Pounds said the problems of this system include:
• Too many "sub-units" to allow flat organizational structure
to be managed efficiently by one person;
• The present structure does not facilitate discussion or interac·
tion of staff members with mutual concerns;
• The present structure does not promote upward mobility
within the Student Development unit;
• Does not allow monetary rewards to personnel selected to
aasume added leadership responsibilities;
• Does not allow time to interact with students and their
isauee/concerns.
Faced with these problems, the approach Pounds took was to
organize a committee of staff members within the Student
Development unit to look at the structures of Student Development programs at other institutions and come up with a cluster·
ing ay~m suitable for Murray State.
After some changes were made, the new organization calla for
placing the various Student Development functions under four
clift'erent clusters: Enrollment Services, Student Services, Curria Center/Student Development Auxiliaries and Student
Leadership Programs and Activities.
This structure breaks Student Development into four main
units of service to be offered to the students.
"<The new structure) maxim ires student involvement on campua...the leadership acquired here transfers into lifetime situa·
tiona," Pounds said.
The purpose of the first unit is to identify, recruit and have
financial retention of new students.
The goal of the second unit is to offer support for students in
their careers, in times of stress and in the various stagee they go
through while they are in college.
'nle third unit deals with finances. It ia accountable for the
money spent by the students.
The fourth group deals with student leadership. This group is
compriaed of all stUdent organizations on campus and all recre&·
tional program outlets offered to students.
The reasoning behind this new organization is to group those
units performing similar or related functions into one cluster,
abe said.
"I feel that with my skills, my experience and my knowledge,
this is the best possible solution to the problem," Pounds said.
If this proposal is approved, the n10rganization will take effect
at the beginning of the spring semester. There would be no
change in position titles at that time.
A recommendation will be submitted through acting president
Jim Booth in November, after be receives feedback from Stu·
dent Development staff, students and the University
community.
Pounds bas also set a list of priorities for Student Development she hopes to see completed this year.
Retention of first-year students ia hoped to be increased by
having each unit of Student Development develop at least one
program designed to promote retention.
Interaction between faculty, staff' and students is hoped to be
increa8ed by offering more lituations in teaching where
students and faculty can interact, such as field trips, luncheons
or faculty/student lectures.
Pounds wants to offer lectures to involve the community more
and to promote prominent lecturers on the campus.
She also is seeking to review and revise Student Development
policies to make sure they accurately represent today'a
students.
Another campus-wide program she hopes to implement is
more weekend activities for stude.IJ~.·
Updating of the Currie Center information desk bas been done
and it is more readily a vailable to students and visitors at more
times, she said.
Another project under review is the Debit Card System. This
system would a llow students accessibility to meal services,
library services, book store usage and voting privileges all in
one card.
The current problem with this proposal is that, "our computer
cannot accommodate it (the system) right now," Pounds said.
If an independent system is approved and purchased, students
could be using the Debit Card System as early as next spring.
The final thing to be done is to survey the students and see
what it is they think should be improved or changed, she said.
" If you listen to students, you'll have better success with your
programs," Pounds said.
Pounds said moving her office to the third floor of the Curris
Center has made her more assesaible to students.

'
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AUGUSTINE POUNDS, vice prnident for Student Development, explalna her reorganization plan
to Amy Fulcher, a eophomore from Beechmont.
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Teleconferencing provides
professional development
By CYRUS AFZALI
Staff Writer

Students at Murray State will
have access to informAti(Jn on a
number of topics during the
school year through the use of
upcoming teleconferences.
The teleconferences are
scheduled by Stan Key, director
of conferences and workshops at
Murray State.
"The University is receiving
teleconferences as a means of
providing professional development opportunities for faculty
and staff as well as profes·
sionals in our region," Key said.
"Murray State receives information detailing conferences
that are available and we arrange to carry those that are of
interest to the University and
community,'' Key said.

Teleconferencing, which MSU
has bad since the fall of 1988,
involves the carrying of a wide
variety of programs over
satellite.
The conferences allow au·
dience participation by displaying a toll-free number on the
screen which allows viewers to
call and ask questions on that
particular topic.
Most of the conferences are
free to anyone interested, but
there are some conferences that
require participants to pay a
fee.
" To rece i ve certain
teleconferences, we have to pay
a fee which must be raised by
charging participants," Key
said.
Suggestions concerning
teleconference topics are always
welcome, he said.

Upcoming teleconference
dates are:
Sept. 27 - Written Skills for
Improved Communication
· Oct. 11 - Business Ethics:
Managing Moral Mazes
Oct. 16 -World Foo<t'Day
Oct. 18 - Win-Win Tactics for
Managers and Supervisors
Nov. 1 - Successful Aging:
Overcoming Barriers to Nutrition and Health
Nov. 8 - Quality Engineering
by Design: An Introduction to
the Taguchi Approach
Nov. 8- Successfully Work·
ing With People

Dec. 13 Performance.

Coaching for

SGA appoints publications chairman
The Murray State Student
Government Asaociation interviewed and elected a Publications and Literature Chairman
and Senator of the College of
Science at t heir Wednesday
meeting.

Myra Woodburn, a senior
flnance ~. waa selected
Publications and Literature
Chairman. Her responaibilities
include organizing the campus
planner and directory.
Libby Rober ts, a junior

biology ~r, was selected
from amOJli nine candidates for
Senator of the College of
Science. She is responsible for
voicing opinions and concerns
about the College of Science to

SGA.

POLO

The Mur:ray
State News
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Tutors Deeded

Susan Elliot
, JennY Fannin
Anne Haynie
Kate Stephens
Missy Washburn

The Learning Center is seeking students ,
who are interested in conducting lab tutoring
in psychology, English 101, and IDC.
Sessions will be held in freshp1an residence
halls in the evenings. Students who apply
must have a 3.00 GPA, demonstration of
competency in their assigned subject area,
and strong interpersonal skills. Faculty
references are required. Application
deadline Is Sept. 29. For more information
contact Ann Narewski, Tutorial Program
Coordinator, 762-3163.
~-

Love ,
The Sisters of Alpha Delta Pi
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State-wide teacher exodus
demands immediate action
More and more Kentucky high
school seniors are going to college, so
enrollment at Murray State and
other Kentucky universities is up.
However, if action is not quickly
taken to increase salaries, Kentucky
universities will have a limited
number of faculty to teach the in·
creasing number of students.
In the past year there has been a
mass exodus of teachers at Ken·
tucky universities because of low
salaries. Nineteen professors left
Murray State last year simply
because of salary.
The fact that Kentucky is ranked
as one of the lowest states in thE
country as far as education is con
cerned, is most likely because its
teachers' salaries are among thE
lowest.
If Wliverstiy officials want quality
teachers in Kentucky, they have to
be willing to pay them better
salaries. Why should a teacher stay
in Kentucky when he or she could
make more money teaching in
another state?
Why should well-educated people
teach at all when they can earn

three times the money by working in
the business world?
Most doctors, lawyers and successful businessmen make three or
four times the salary of a teacher,
and for some strange reason, they
usually get more respect. Many people do not even consider the fact that
if it were not for teachers, we would
have no doctors, lawyers or suc·
cessful businessmen.
Education, which has always been
a low priority in Kentucky, is the
key to the future of our state. If we
want the most qualified, welleducated teachers for our young people, we have to pay them salaries
that are comparable to those of other
states.
Kentucky officials are realizing
that the exodus of teachers is becom·
ing a serious, state-wide problem,
but are still taking no action to do so
something about it.
·
Murray State University has some
excellent teachers that are very
dedicated to their work. Let's just
hope that officials give them the
well-deserved increase in salary
before it's too late.

F~~DBACK

I

I

Senior appreciates Murray's uniqueness
I came to Murray more than three
years ago as a frightened but arrogant
freshman.
Frightened bec~use, like most flistyear students, I bad only a limited idea
of what I was getting myself into. Arrogant because, coming from Louisville,
I did not think that Murray, population
16,000, could possibly have anything to
offer me during my four-year stay. I was
wrong.

AB a ''wise" senior, I now loolt at Murray differently and know that ifI had not
made an attitude acijustment, I would
have mia8ed a unique part of my college
career.
It may sound like a cliche, but the
aapect I have learned to appreciate most
about Murray is its relaxed pace. I learned that, on a Saturday night, I can Bit on
a swing, drink tea and talk with a friend
- and that can be enough. I used to
think that every weekend had to contain
"official" and often expensive entertain·
ment, but it doesn't.
1 have also experienced the
friendliness of the people of Murray those who are here to live and will be
here long after the four-year rotations of
students have graduated. One man in
particular epitomizes this friendliness to
me.
For about two years, I had cronic problems with my 1973 Volkswagen Bug,

Neighbor grateful
for Sigma Chi frat
To the Editor:
I want to express my thanks to the
Sigma Chi fellows who serenaded me
and presented me with a bouquet of
white rose buds. I was so thrilled.
They also help me by carrying in
heavy groceries, raking leaves and doing
anything else I ask.
Mrs. Clinton M. Rowlett
North Fourteenth Street

COMMENTARY
Karen
Gallagher
Editor
In
Chief

credit cards or other forms of
identification.)
• the plate lunch. 1 was amazed to learn
that lunch with my choice of a meat,
three vegetables, rolls and free rerllls on
tea was available for $3.57 at a local
restaurant.
These may seem like insignificant oc·
currences and details, but I think it
would be sad to miss the smaller things
while waiting for the "big" events, like
graduation.
rm not arguing that Murray is 100
percent wonderful, no place is; and rm
not advocating that all students should
move here. What I am suggesting is that
when we look back at Murray and the
University we should see it as a small
unit of time when things were a little
more relaxed and a little bit dift'erent
from the rest of our lives.

and fot' more times then I can remember
I needed to have the car towed to a
mechanic. Each time I called the same
service station and each time the same
man came to help me.
This may not sound unusual, but what
seemed different to me, was the time he
took to talk with the mechanic about the
car; and the fact that he would return me
Look at it realistically, students aren't
to my dorm because, obviously, I did not
doing
the town any favors by "aphave a way to get back. That was kind of
preciating" it, but we can do ourselves a
him - be didn't have to do that.
favor by accepting what the town has to
Other, smaller details have also offer instead of complaining about what
become part of my memories of Murray: it doesn't have. For one reason or
• the stars and sky are more vivid another, students cho&e to come to school
because there are fewer lights and little in Murray.
pollution to lessen visibility.
With less than a year let\ until my
• driving across town doesn't require 20
to 45 minutes and isn't contingent on graduation, I am preparing for another
transition. I am still frightened about
traffic conditions.
• almost all stores, restaurants, service what I am getting myself into, but I am
stations, etc...take checks auckily for no longer arrogant enough not to admit
me,) some with only a glance (no license, that I think of Murray a home of sorts.
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Alumnus let down
by MSU Regents
To the Editor:
As one of the early students to
enroll in Murray State and probably
its oldest graduate still living (past
89), I have lived the past few years
with my tongue in my cheek. I must
let loose, for I can not any longer
stand idly by and see my Alma Mater
be continually desecrated by a gover·
nor who runs our state on a gambler's
philosophy and his political cronies
handle every state job as political
spoils.
I can no longer be proud of Murray
State as I once was when, for more
than 42 yeara as a public school
teacher and administrator, I used my
influence to send students to my
favorite school.
Murray State University can
always look back on a few of its iJ.
lustrious leaders for their fine professional guidance that gave MSU
status- Dr. J. W. Carr, Constantine
Currie, and President Kala M. Stroup
-but politicians and their "yes men"
can never make Murray State
University great.
Your editorial in the Sept. 8, 1989
issue regarding the future of our
beloved Alma Mater has us all worried as to the future. Please continue
to voice opinions until the regents
come to their senses.
Respectfully,
Floyd Hall

Tht Murray Seau Newa is an official publict.tion o1
Murray State University published weekly on
Fridays ezcept durin( the summer and on holidays.
It u produced by a staff supervised by adviller Ann
Landini.
Letters to the editor should be submitted no later
than 3 p ..m. Monday prior to publication. Letters
should be oiped by the author and include pbone
number, cluailication or title and addre.s.

co
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''Do you think an arnendm.ent banning flag burning
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should be added to the United States Constitution?''

/

Jeff Bontrager
Senior

Kristi Ruggles
Junior

·~1 feel that burning the flag is
wrong, and there should be an
amendment made against it.

"I think that a person should
be allowed to burn the flag.
"When I imlt heard of the guy
\
that burned the flag, I was ap"When- a person burna the palled. But, people paid attenflag, he burna the freedom that tion to it and it made a
the flag standa for."
statement.
"People sometimes have to
take drastic measures to get attention. If there's something
that t hey feel real strongly
about and t he government ia
not listening to them, the fact
that they burn the flag might
finally cause people to stop, look
and see what they're trying to
say and t he point they're trying
to make.
"I don't think it's something
that should be done every day,
but in certain situations it's a
way to make a statement.
"I don't think an amendment
should be added to the
Constitution."

Derek Duvall

Trevor Jessie

Renee Power

Sophomore

Freshman

Freshman

"I think that it would really
be senseless.

"I've always believed in the
freedom of speech. I think t hat
desecrating the flag is a
freedom that everyone should
have.

"I think they shobld make an
amendment to the Constitution
because the flag is a symbol of
our freedom, and people
shouldn't be able to burn it.
"If they want to burn the
American flag, they ought to go
to Russia or someplace where it
is acceptable." ,

"I agree to an extent that
everyone has the right to express himself, but I think that
burning the flag is diarespectful
to the country.

"I don't think that an amendment should be added to the
Constitution; it should remain a
moral value. People should be
able to judge for themselves
whether or not they think it is
wrong."

"If such a thing occurred in a
communist country, most
Americana would say that it's
their right if they're not happy
with the country. I think that
we're being a bit hypocritical
when we look at Americans burning the flag and say that it's
not right.
..I don't think there should be
an amendment banning burning the flag, but there needs to
be a decision made about it, not
through an amendment but
maybe through a Supreme
Court ruling or a law."

.FEEDBACK------US Flag serves as symbol of free expression
Aa an act of political protest, a reserved the liberty of free
man burned the United States political expression to ourselves
flag at the 1984 Republican Na- when we formed this governtiona! Convention in Dallas. He ment and wrote a guarantee of
was arrested, tried and con- its protection to prevent that
victed of violating a Texas flag government from using its
burning law.
granted political authority to
In June 1989, the Supreme abridge the freedom of
Court overturned the convic- expression.
This liberty of political extion, ruling the law unconstitutionally suppressed every pression was won incrementally
citizen's freedom of political ex· by our forefathers after many
pression as guaranteed by the protracted and bitter struggles
First Amendment of the Bill of against many tyrannical
Rights of the U.S. Constitution. governments, the last of which
A maelstrom of politically was King George m. This liberrighteous protest emanated ty has been incrementally exfrom the President, members of panded in its exercise during
Congress, governors and state the past 200 years.
Are we ready now as a free
legislators, and interest groups
and citizens. As a reaction to democratic people to abridge
this protest, Congress proposed this hard-won liberty simply
both a statute and a constitu- because it was misused and
tional amendment to overrule abused by this individual who
the Supreme Court decision.
chose a course of action we do
If passed, either of these not like because he sought to
would make it a crime to burn call the country's attention to a
(with exceptions) the United perceived foreign policy wrong?
States flag, and if a person did
If we agree to set this preceso he or she would not be able to dent, could we not as a free peo·
claim a free expression protec- ple in the future pass a la'w or a
t ion under the First constitutional amendment
Amendment.
against a religious group that
The proposed law and amend- we do not like? All persons may
ment seek to abridge, ever so engage in the free exercise of
minimally, a liberty that the religion except...
If we agree to set this precepeople of this country from 1791
to 1989 have tried to keep the dent, could we not as a free peagovernment from abridging. We ple in the future pass a law or a

COMMENTARY
Joe
Rose
Guest
Writer

constitutional amendment
against a political speaker who
we do not like? All persons may
engage in free speech except...

If we agree to set this prece'dent, could we not as a free people in the future pass a law or a
constitutional amendment
against a book which we do not
like? All persons may engage in
a free press except...
If we agree to set this precedent, could'we not as a free people in the future pass a law or a
constitutional amendment
abridging any procedural
guarantee? All persons shall be
safe on their persons and in
their homes against
unreasonable searches and
seizures except ...All persons
shall be guaranteed a trial by a
jury of one's peers except.. .All
persons shall be guaranteed

counsel in criminal proceedings
except...
Freedom of expression is the
heavenly choir of liberty
through which the songs of
freedom of speech, freedom of
press, free exercise of politics,
and the free exercise of religion
are joyously sung by a free people. As a free democratic people,
are we ready now to alter so
easily and quickly a hard won
liberty and thus, begin to
politically sanctify political
suppression.
If we can abridge one civil
liberty, can we not abridge any
other civil liberty? If we abridge
this constitutional guarantee,
are we not constitutionally
sanctifying the ogre of
authoritarian government?
Have we reached the pinnacle
of freedom so that we are ready
to lesson our noble experiment
in den.ocracy? Is the free expression beacon of the
lighthouse of liberty that. has
kept a free people from the
shoals of suppression and tyranny about to be dimmed?
The flag is the symbol of the
constitutionally guaranteed
right of free expression, and all
other constitutionally
guaranteed rights. Did not this
man by his disagreeable act of
burning the flag directly honor

that flag because it is the banner of a nation and a people that
are strong enough and fair
enough to allow this
expression?
That flag which has flown proudly as a symbol of a free people
never flew more proudly as it
protected this man's free expression. Do we, then, as a nation and a people do a dishonor
to the flag by seeking to
legislatively and constitutionally abridge the liberty it so nobly
expresses?
If it becomes a crime to burn
the flag as political expression,
what will forbid the next person
as an act of political expression
from burning a facsimile of the
Constitution, the Bill of Rights,
or the Declaration of In·
dependence? Do we, again and
again and again, write legislation or amend the constitution
to forbid these acts of expression. When will it end?
Tyranny?
Let us not, as a free people exercising the broadest range of
liberties of any people, in this
time of heightened and
politically manipulated emotions abridge "the liberty to
know, to utterr and to argue
freely according to conscience,
above all liberties."

~- .:;
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Staff commended
at annual luncheon
James Booth, acting Murray .... ."I believe it is a widely held
State president, expressed ap- vtew that our camp_us app~a_ls ~
preciation for the role that staff students ~d ~~e1r fanuhe~,
members play in the Univer- B_o?th sa1d. Once they ve
sity's success at Tuesday's se- Vl&tt.ed here, we usually get the
c o n d a n n u a 1 S t a f f students and keep them."
Luncheon/Dinner.
Joining Booth on the informal
Booth encouraged staff pro~am were Kerry Harvey,
members to continue to make chalrm~ .;f the . Board of
Murray State the best it can be. ~gents, . ard Ztmmerman,
vtce pres1dent for finance and
"I sincerely recognize the administrative services; and
level of wor k that the staff does, Marie Jones, president of Staff
and 1 am proud of the services Congress.
you provide, through t he
Harvey expressed the Board's
University, to the region and appreciation for the staff, and
the state,'' Booth said.
encouraged ideas and input
Booth aaid Murray State baa from staff members.
one of the highest skilled
"The Board knows that the
workforce& at a.ny college, University does not work
which allows the University to without the staff, and we need
save money and, at the aame your help to work together and
time, create an aesthetically continue to move Murray State
pl easing a t mosph ere on forward," Harvey said.
camp\1.8.
Harvey commended Jones for
Booth cited the upkeep of the her representation of MSU staff
physical facilities aa a con- to the Board, and her work on
tributing factor in recent enroll- their behalf. "You should be
proud of her leadership."
ment increases at MSU.

Freshmen to elect senators
Student Government Association Freshman Senator elections will be Wednesday from
8:30 a.tJL to 4:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Ballroom on the
third floor of the Currie Center.
Susan Bennett, chairman of
the Election Ways and Means
Committee, said all full-time
freshmen may vote in the election. Bennett said students

must show their MSU student
identification cards in order to
vote.
Running for the two Senator
positions are: Chad Hill, Kyle
Newton, Rhonda Blades, David
Arterburn, Beth Edwards, Dan
Brooks, Holly Morgan, Jenny
Fannin, Danielle Johnson,
Stacy Hamilton, Kelly Sweasy,
Scott Winchester and Teri
Cook.

PtiOIO by JAN HUWHII!YI

FRISBEE FUN:

LIN Tete, from Loulavllle, shows her skill with a frisbee.

"

SAA attends convention, wins national title
The MSU Student Alumni
Association received the
Diatrict ill Most Outstanding
School Award at the national
convention of the organiza.
tion Sept. 14-17 at East
Car olina University in
Greeneville, N.C.
District ill contains 48 colleges in the southeast area of
the United States. Nominated
for the award were MSU, East
Carolina University,
Greeneville , N.C., Ap·
palachian State University,
Boone, N.C. and Radford
University, Radford, Va.
Murray State was graded on

the following achievements
from the 1988-89 school year:
fund raising, alumni involvement, unique programming,
com munity i n vol vement,
publications/media coverage,
chapter membership increase
and SAA student foundation
membership increase.
SAA officers who attended
the convention were Kerry
Colley, Murray; Ken Hansen,
Evansville, Ind.; Barbara
Futrell, Calvert City; Lindy
Lewis, Clinton; Chad Hill,
Hayti, Mo.; Kayla Barrett,
Benton; Phillip Bryan, Mur-

MSU Lead
~0
lrGET INVOLVED!
Hove you been wonder1ng and waiting for the
perfect chance to get Involved? Well the S1udent
Government Association has a number of positions
available.
Check It out and get Involved I

JUDICIAL BOARD POSITIONS AVAILABLE
·Applications are available In the Student
Government Otftce.
•to be eligible you must be a f\JI time student
with at least Jt.nlor status and have at least a 2.0
ct.mulatlve G.PA
•Application deadline Is noon Sept. 27 In the
Barkley Room.

ACAPEMIC COUNCIL
·Applications wm be available In the SGA
Office.
·ene student from each college wtll be
selected.
·Application deadline Is Sept. 27 In the SGA
Office.
•students must have at least a 2.0 G.P.A.

FRESHMEN ELECTIONS
Vote I
Sept. 27 3rd Aoor
CUn1s Center
The Student Govenment Association invites you to
attend a SGA meeting to voice your concems
or just to see your Student Senate in action.
Meetings are In the Bart<ely Room, 3rd floor
Curris Center. More Information about any of the
above mentioned deadlines can be obtained
by stopping by the SGA Office, located on the
1st floor of the Currls Center or by calling 762-6951 .

ray; Allison Carr, Murray;
Pam Clark, Murray; Cheryl
Klueppel, Benton, Mo.; Dana
Cox, Frankfort; Jodi Owen,
Dixon; and David Martin,
Henderson.
Pam Clark, alumni affairs
office secretary, said SAA officers and advisers worked
over 100 hours this. summer
assembling the presentation
book for the nomination.
"It is satisfying to know
they have been recognized
both locally and nationally for
their efforts and ac complishments," she said.

(Levell)

St udent Leader s hip Development Program
MSU Lead is composed of
programs dealing in leadership
developm.ent and service. Any
student interested In either
component can become
involved in as few of the
programs or as many as they
choose.

Monday9 Sept. ZS

4p.m.
Ohie Room_,
Carris Center
Sign up in the Campus
Activities Office
located on the 1st Get Involved
floor of the Curris
center or call
762-4458.
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McDougal
appointed to
task force
By LEIGH LANDINI
Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid at MSU,
has been appointed to a national task force which works
with legislative issues on student financial aid.
The task force is part of the
National Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrators.
McDougal is serving a one-year
term as a representative of the
southern region.
McDougal said the task force
provides input and makes
recommendations to Congress
for a reauthorization review of
federal student financial aid in
higher education. ".I~ is a
review, a time for revts1on and
update, a time for change," he
said.

News Editor

Services were held W ednes·
day for Tony Christopher
(Chris) Nall, a Murray State
student who died last
weekend at his off-campus
residence.
Nail died Saturday at 2:16
a.m. in his bouse at 1614
Miller St.
The coroner's office is in·
vestigating the cause of
death.
Officiating at the services in
the chapel of Bryn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, were the
Rev. Ben Butler and the Rev.
Cary Puckett.

Burial followed at Mt. Olive
Cemetery.

A graduate of Mayfield
High School, Nail attended
Murray State University full
time, was employed at
General Tire Company,
Mayfield and was a member
of the Sigma Chi fraternity on
campus.
He was born on Sept. 9,
1968. He was the son of Tony
and Nedra Saxon Nall.
In addition to his parents,
survivors include a brother,
Todd Nall, Route 4, Mayfield ;
and grandparents, Lewis
Oliver and Mr. and Mrs. Ned
Saxon, Route 2 Mayfield.

Continued from Page 1
in 1977, was chairman of the
Century Club committee for
Webster County. Rayburn is a
native of Providence.
I

The Golden Horseshoe
Award, established by the
Alumni Aasociation, recognizes
the service of alumni who have
held responsible positions, and

who have offered significant
and continuing support to Murray State.
The annual Founder's Day
observance recalls the schools
founder and celebrates Sept. 24,
1923, the day that Murray
State Normal School opened ita,
doors to 202 students at the old
Murray High School.

'

COMPUTERS

SALARIES

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

The computer problems will with President Kala Stroup in
not have any bearing on the past two years to find funds,
students receiving financial Jlid aside fron those allocated by the
because that information has state legislature, to fund pay
already been processed for the increases.
fall semester, DeBoer said.
Students needing to subntit
" We worked with Stroup on
information can still do so. A reallocation within," he said.
special table baa been set up in
the lobby to accept application!'~
"We came up with $500,000
and other forms.
last year," he said.

.

"Legislation affects student
financial aid, grants, loans, and
student employment that would
be federally funded," McDougal
said.
McDougal said the task force
consists of members of the
financial' aid community, who
will look at th e structure of
financial a~d. It wil1 provide input to the national association
and in turn to Congress.
Congressional subcommittees
will revise and rewrite the
legitllation, he said.
McDougal said his responsibilities will include gathering
information from the financial
aid community · in the
southeastern region and conducting a hearing at the
Southeast regional meeting in
February at the University of
Louisville. The hearing will be
held in conjunction with financial aid meetings.
"My responsibility will be,
number one, to secure input
from the financial aid community in the Southeast," McDougal
said. "Also to provide my own
as well as Murray State University's initiatives in terms of
what we would like to see
changed in the financial aid
processing and delivery
system."
The task force will look at the
present financial aid system
and how it is administered to
students. It will be making
recommendations about the
financial process and how the
system can be simplified, he
said.
The task force is also looking
at how the system can serve
students better and how the
system can be effectivly and ef·
ficiently administered.
McDougal said task force
members have been asked to
submit recommendations on
legislation by Oct. 1.
"The future will be in the
hands of the Congress as they
reauthorize the legislation for
financial aid programs and this
is where this task force and the
many people working with that '
process can possibly impact or
affect the financial aid process
in terms of efficiency and in
terms of adntinistering programs," McDougal said.
McDougal said serving on the
task force will give him a
chance to provide input on

See MCDOUGAL
Page 10

Goshen United Methodist
Church
Sunday School · r
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m.
Bible Study
6:30p.m.

Huge Skate FIOOI' Plus 10,000
Sq. FL Play Area. .• 75 Bikes,

Scooters, Skateboard•, Pogo
Balls, Small Trampoline, and
Stainless Steel112 Pipe, Skid
and Launch Ramps
Adm.$4
Church I Family; $3.50
(Puent. 25e Sat. Afternoon·
FrH Birthday Room

A place to worship while away
from home that offers a warm
and caring congregation.

Thtn. 7~10p.m.; Frl.l S..Ni;hl
7:3)-IO:!JO p.m;

s.. A!letT'OO<I

Hwy. 121 N. , Stella

---

Five minutes from campus

If you need a ride call 753-5325

Pier 1impo1•ts

11th Anniversary Sale

Assocl1te ltare

Bedroom
Fumlture

Papasan
Chair

Now

· $99.99

In Natural And
White Wicker

$129.99 With
Solld Cushion
Reg. $169.99

Chaise Lounge
In Natural Or
Natural Wicker
With Cushion

White Victorian Table a: 4 Chairs
Reg. $899.99 Now Only $529.99

$249.99
$399.99
Reg.

Plus •.• All Remaining
Wicker And Rattan Wlll

White Washed Rattan Table a: 4 Chairs
Reg$899.99 Now Only

$674.99

Off

Be Reduced

White Washed Sp t
W th
.
Leather, Table a: Chahw•.••••.•••. SOOA» off
Handmade tn Mexico

20

to

Help Us Celebrate
Our 11th Anniversary
In Mm:ray At Our New

Localton. ..
12()5.-B Cheetnut St.
Unlveratly Plaza

COME IN AND REGISTER FOR •
PAP.ASAN CHAIR TO BE GIVEN
AWAY THURSDAY. SEPT. 28 4 'p.in.
Shop Early All QuanUUea Are Umited
Sale Ends SUnday, OctOOer l

Oft'

25 to· 50°/o ~

Print Cushion
OD1y .

White Wicker Porch Swlng
Reg. $ 329.99 Now Only $229.99

•

7

FOUNDERS

MSU student dies
during weekend
By AllYSON HOBBIE

Staff Writer

MurrWy Sblte News

Hours:
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Sat 9 a.m.· 5 p.m.
SUnday 1 a.m.- 5 p.m.

50°/o ~
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WORI.DVIEW
Baird, Kurtz &Dobson

CertifieO Public Accou1tants

.Hugo hits Puerto Rico
MIAMI - Hurricane Hugo, which hit Puerto Rico and seethed
past the Bahamas Tuesday, headed in an uncertain path toward
the East Coast.
Disaster teams found death and destruction in Puerto Rico and a
string of resort islands clobbered by the mightiest storm in a
decade in the northeastern Caribbean. The storm len. more than
50,000 people homeless in its wake, and military planes ferried
radios, drinking water, generators, chain saws and other equipment to stricken areas pleading for more help. Swry courusy ofthe
Courier-Journal
·

Gorbachev plans party overhaul
·MOSCOW- Soviet president Mikhail Gorbachev said Tue.day
t hat t he supreme congreaa of the Communist Party will ineet in October 1990 - at least five months ahead of schedule - to adopt a
. new platform, constitution and leadership.
"Real life and perestroika (restructuring) have been proceeding
at aucb a rate t hat we have often lagged behind," Gorbachev said
on the first day of t he Central Committee plenum originally called
to discUBS relations among the Soviet Union's 100 or so major
ethnic groups.
After adopting the decision to hold the party congreaa next year,
the plenum moved on to discuss the rise in nationalist tension.
Swry courtesy of the Courier-Journal

will be interviewing

Murray State
Graduating Accountants
October 11
.

Contact the placement office by October 1
to schedule an interview with this
growing, regional firm-one of the 20 l~est
in the U.S., with offices in
"
six states.

Louisville hosts Breeders' Cup
The Breeders' Cup, thoroughbred racing's $10 million showcase,
will return to Churchill Downs in 1991.
Kentucky State Racing Commission chairman Lyle G. Robey
said Churchill Downs chairman Tom Meeker told him Tuesday the
track has been chosen as host for the Cup in 1991 - the second
time in four years. Story courtesy of the Courier-Journal

Deng reported in good health
Appearing healthy and lucid, Deng Xiaoping, China's senior
leader, yesterday made his second public appearance in four days
lllld laughed at rumors that he had been ill.
·
"Some people said I died or was seriously ill," Deng told
J apanese politician Masayoshi Ito. "That caused fluctuations in
the financial markets in Hong Kong. Actually, I've been very well
the whole time."
Japanese embassy officials confrrmed t hat the 85-year-old leader
seemed in good health. Swry courtesy of the Courier-Journal

POLICE BEAT
' Information for this report
was obtained from Capt. Carl
MSU reported a case of theft Martin of the University's
by unlawful taking of a VCR in department of public safety.
Blackburn Science Building.
Anyone who sees a crime or has
· MSU reporte<\ a case of theft information regarding one
by unlawful taking of a VCR in should phone the department of
public safety at 762-2222.
Faculty Hall.

Sept. 12
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Stu~entsl

Notice
site for CTBS Fall 1989
Testing has been moued to
the fifth floor of Faculty Hall,
Saturday, Sept. 23
St~rtlng time: 8:15 a.m.
For more inforrl)ation call :

I..

1a2-2os4

~m......

1
II
I
1
I
I
I
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OMI C RON

DELT A

KAPPA

Nalitmal f .eQt/~rJrlp 11mwr Sl~elt!tfl

The Murray State Circle of Omicron Delta Kappa
is looking for nominees to the ~1 -U . S . A .
Academic Team, sponsored by USA Today .
Any
full-time underqraduate is elligible .
Three
teams will be selected and the 20 firs t-team
members will be invited to receive their awards
at a ceremony in Washington, D. C .
The criteria are desiqned to find students who
excel in the following areas :
*Achieving high scholarship
*Maintainipg active leadershi p roles on campus
and in the. community
*Creatine; a Uni que Academic Project which
demonstrates the student 1 s · scholarly ability and
.achievement
The key component in selecti ng members of the
All-U.s .A . . Academic team will be- the student 1 s
Unique Academic Project .
Samples o~ projects
include published articles or poem collections ,
scientific projects , or published research .
Interested applicants should contack Dr . Buddy
phone 4196, in room 207 of the Business
Building .

~rizan,

Applications are due Oct.

20 .

Changes in requirements
create minimal problems
By KRISTI RUGGLES
Staff Writer

Murray State's education
department is completing a
number of major program
changes this semester.
The department has begun offering a third type of certification for education majors.
Bill Price, aBBistant dean of
the College of Education, said
formerly only two teaching certificates were iBBued: one for
grades one through eight and
one for grades seven through
12.
"In the old program there was
some overlapping," he said, "so
you could be in elementary or
secondary education and teach
seventh or eighth grade.
"Now they have a tri-level
certificate which is the middle
school certificate," Price said.
The new program includes
kindergarten . through fourth
grade, flfth through eighth and
ninth through 12th grade.
Students who began studying
under the old. certificate program bad to be finished by Sept.
1, 1989, Price said.
Janice Hooks, coordinator of
undergraduate public relations
and elementary and secondary
education, said the new regulation changes have not caused a
problem.
" We have made a concerted
effort to advise all students so
they would not get caught in
the change," she said. "The majority of students who had to
deal with it were either

'We have made a concerted effort to advise
all students so they
would not get caught
in the change. '
-Janice Hooks
students who came back after
taking time off, or those who
had too low of a grade point
average to student teach."
. Price said some students
might be given a grace period of
one year to complete the old
program.
"To use this grace t h e
students must be on a list that
is sent to the state, and then
they will have until June 30,
1990 to complete the program,"
he said.
Price said he does not think it
will be a problem for Murray
State, because they have been
publicizing the change since its
groundwork in 1984.
Susan NUBSbaum, a senior
middle school education m~or
from Jackson, Mo., said she was
informed of the change
immediately.
"I transferred to Murray in
1987 after two years at a junior
college, and my adviser told me
right away about the extra cer·
tificate," she said. "It's taken
me an extra semester, but I
think that is because the middle
school certificate requires more
classes."
Another change in the education curriculum is a computer

literacy requirement. Every
education m~or is required to
either pass a computer literacy
exam or take a one-hour course,
CSC 110, Computer Literacy.
Price said students receiving
a five through eight or nine
through 12 certificate must
pass a challenge exam or take
either EDU 303, Strategies of
Teaching, or OSY 120, Introduction to Data Processing.
A third change involves the
Comprehensive Test of Basic
Skills. Before the fall of 1988,
every education m~or was re·
quired to take the test and score
at least a 12.5 on each subtest.
Currently, if a student has a
composite ACT score of 19, they
are exempt from the comprehensive test.
"We have been trying for
years to get the state to let us
use ACT scores," Price said.
"The CTBS is just another
three-hour exhausting test."
Hooks said it is difficult to
know if the change in testing
has had an effect on the College
of Education.
"The numbers in the college
have gotten so large it is hard to
say whether it is a result of
allowing the ACT scores.
"I think anyone who did well
on the ACT would also be successful on the CTBS," she said.
Nussbaum said she agrees
with Hooks. "The CTBS wasn't .
really a challenge, it didn't
filter many education ml\iors
out. I think the ACT is a better
determining test."

MSU staff take part
in education forum
By JENNIFER JENKINS
Staff Writer

Four representatives from
Murray State participated in
a recent conference on improving higher education in
the lower Mississippi River
Delta area.
Anita Lawson, assistant to
the president; Gary Boggess,
dean of science; Gil Mathis,
chairman of economics and
finance; and Jim McCoy,
assistant professor of
economics, met with representatives from 120 counties
located along the MiBBissippi
River at the Lower MiBBissippi Delta Higher Education
Conference in Memphis.
The conference was sponsored by the Lower MissiBBippi Delta Commission, a group
established by Congress to
produce a plan for the
economic development of the
region.
The Commission must
report to Congress by May,
1990, to discuss the role
higher education must play in
the economically
underdeveloped area.
Lawson said representatives from junior colleges,
colleges and univerisities participated in the conference
because they wanted to "meet

~

W

each other, talk about what
we were doing, and
brainstorm."
The purpose of the con·
ference was to see if a
regional focus could improve
economic conditions in t he
Delta area.
Participants discussed such
topics as the sharing of expertise in economic development,
t he role of regional service in
institutional planning and
plans for cooperative research
and funding success
Lawson said MSU representatives talked with faculty
fr om high er e d ucation
facilities in Tennessee and
southern Dlinois about in:
creasing the opportunities for
students to attend schools
across state lines at in-state
"'
tuition.
"We hope for greater sharing of education," Lawson
said.
At the Sept. 7-8 conference
Lawson said she ·learned
short-term research grants
are available from Congress
for higher education ..:am·
puses to provide data and
possibilities for improvement
in the region. Faculty from
t he various departments at
MSU will take part in the
research.

money.~
Check out the money saving coupons.

We can save you

W

Donruss

Fleer
Minor
league
Sets

753-Gt73
- - ~~• •••

. ..
<-4'

Score

Topps

TA N AT Tit E THOPil':-1 TANNIN(; S .\I.ON

with this coupon
4 Tanning Sessions for $10

Call753-8477

Good Luck with
Cheerleoding tryouts

KeriBellevv
A~II

Loues
You!

Tuesday
7:30 p.m.

FREE!
Funded By SGA.

I
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CIP stresses recruitment

instead of more programs
posters to encourage faculty to
internationalize courses and to
make studen~ and . faculty
Murray State's Center of In- a":'are of how mtematlonal af.
ternational Programs will be f8lr8 affect them.
emphasizing recruitment ef.
The recruitment plan will in·
forts this year, said Celia Wall,
volve the three facets of the
acting director
Wail said she wants more center: Study Abroad Recruit·
students to know about pro· ment, which lets more students
know about studying abroad:
grams available to them.
Faculty Overseas, which lets
"We want to increase the faculty members teach or do
number of students in the pro- research oversea:;; and Foreign
grams instead of the number of Students, which recruits inter·
programs," she said.
national students to Murray
The center will use films and State.
By AlYSSA HARVEY
Staff Writer

The Center of International
Programs has cooperative
agreements with 10 institutions
in nine countries. This past
summer 158 Murray State
students participated in summer or other short-term inter·
national programs.
From Oct. 16-18 Peter Janz,
first secretary of the Embassy of
the German Democratic
Republic, will be on campus
talking to rlasses.
Wnll said she W85 in the pro·
cess of working out a schedule
of activities for Janz.

MCDOUGAL
Continued from Page 7
"I think it's certainly an op- improved and how the proportunity for me as a represen· grams can be refined," he said.
McDougal has been a member
tative of Murray State to serve
\ on this task force, because it of the Southern Association of
will give us the opportunity to Student Financial Aid Ad·
provide input into the process of ministrators for approximately
how the programs can be im- 10 years. Association members
are from nine southern states:
proved, on how the financial aid Kentucky, Tennessee,
process can be simplified and Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia,

Florida, North Carolina, South
Carolina and Virginia.
McDougal bas been the director of student financial aid at
MSU since 1966. He is also the
chairman of the legislative committee of the Kentucky Associ&·
tion of Student Financial Aid
Administrators.

Photo by AHONNDA KERR

PIGGING OUT: The Public Relation• Club en)oya a
barbeque behind Wllaon Hall.

Fall values at

Holland Cards & Gifts
109 S. 4th St.

25o/o off Rugs & Lamps!
Just Arrived:
Halloween decorations, Fall baskets,
Scented pinecones & Frestarters

Factory
Discount Shoes
16th & Main
(Next to the ATO House)

75 3 -941 9

Ladies Dress
and Casual
Name Brand

Shoes
$11.95 and
$14.95
Where else can you find ladies
namebrand shoes at
$11.95 and $14.95?

6-Pack of
Coke"'

99¢

~·~
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Call Dom1no·s Pizza
now and rece1ve a
6-pack of Coca-Cola
for only 99e w11h any
pizza purchase . Just
ask for the .. Beat The
Hear special. No
coupon necessary
Not vahd w1th any
other offer. Tax
not 1ncluded.

Expires 10-01-89

Family
Feast
~9.99

a

'

: •

Ask for the Family
Feast and rece1ve a
16" one-topping p1zza
and four servings of
Coca-Cola for only
$9.99, plus tax. One
coupon per order
Not valid w1th any
otheroff~r.

. Expires 10-01-89
Fast, Free Delivery ·-

Fast, Free Delivery·-

L•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••A••••••••••••••••••-• • ••••••••••••~

Friday

Sept. 22

"Folly-Bull., Game. All adult
students and families are welcome to
participate. Homecoming parade to
be discussed. Behind Winslow
Cafeteria, 6:30 p.m. For information
call 762-4486.
Newman House Movie Night.
North 13th St., 8 p.m. For information call Annette Tyler, 753·1175 or
Newman House, 753-1391.
Senior Pictures. Last day. Curris
Center, third floor, 8:30a.m. to noon
and 1 to 5 p.m.
Disney on Ice. Show Me Center
Arena, Cape Girardeau, Mo., 7:30
p.m. For information call (314)
651·5000.

Saturday

Sept. 23

Football. Racers vs. Southern fl.
linois University. Stewart Stadium,
2:30p.m.
Lotus 1-2-3 Worbhop. Course on
spreadsheets for business and personal use. $160 fee . Business
Building, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. For infor·
mation call 762-4169.
Dianey on Ice. Show Me Center
Arena, Cape Girardeau, Mo., noon,
3:30 and 7:30 p.m.
Bicycle Rod eo. West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center, 9 a.m. For information call
762-3329.

Sunday

AROUND CAMPUS
Society of Professional
Journalists Meeting

Study buddies program

The Society of Professional Journalists will have an organizational
meeting Tuesday at 4 p.m. in Room
213 of Wilson Hall. Anyone in·
terested in print or broadcast jour·
naliam is encouraged to attend.

Regents, White, Springer and Rich·
mond Halls are participating in a
study buddies program to benefit
students in English 101, Psychology
180, IDC 101 (World Civilization) and
Math 117.

St. Bible study, 9 a.m., worship, 10:30
a.m.
FeDowahlp Meal. Murray Christian
Fellowship, 1508 Chestnut St., 6 p.m.
Free meal. For information call
762-3852 or 753-7356.
Fall Hunter & Dressage Show.
MSU Horse Farm Sand Arena, 9 a.m.
Schooling of horses, 8 a.m. For information call 759-1625.

Monday

Sept. 25

Resumes due for Pre-Screening by

Ernst & Whinney. For accounting
candidates. Interview• on Oct. 6. For
information call 762-3737.

Tuesday

Sept. 24

Dianey on Ice. Show Me Center
Arena, Cape Girardeau, Mo., 1 and 5
p.m.
"Home Remedy." Mbrray bluegrass
and folk music group. Clara M. Eagle
Art Gallery, fourth floor Price Doyle
Fine Arta Center, 8 p.m. Free
admission.
Bible Stud y/Worahip. Murray
Christian Fellowship, 1508 Chestnut

Sept. 26

Newman H ouse Study Nlaht.
North 13th St., 6 p.m. For inforamtion call Annette Tyler, 763-1175 or
Newman House, 753-1391.
Adult ChDdren of Alcoholics
Meeting. Room 201 Counaeling and
Testing Center, Ordway Hall, 11:30
a.m. For information cAll 762-6861.
MSU Lead Level I Meedq. Open to
any freahman interested in leadership rolea on campus. Currie Center
Barkley Room, 6 p.m. For inform&·
tion call Sam Kennedy, 762-3445.
Society of Professional Jour·
nallats MeetlDif. See Around
Campus.

ST::----:. . . . .-.

Faculty Recital. Randa)) Black,
tenor, and Marie Taylor, piano. Farrell Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, 8 p.m. Free admission.

Wednesday

Sept. 27

Camp us Movie. "The Accused."
Curris Center Theater. Admission is
$1 at 3:30 and $1.50 with student m
at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
"Written Sldlls for Imp roved Communication.,. Video teleconference
for letters and memos. $25 fee. Curria
Center, 1:30 to 4:30p.m. For information call 762-4159.
" Aa.esainlf Prelln lfU.iatic/Emera·
ing Unpistic Children.,. Video
teleconference. $25 fee. Currie
Center, 4:30 to 7:30p.m. For informa·
tion call 762-4159.
VoDeyball. Racers ve. Brescia College. Can Health Building north
, gym, 7 p.m.
Eatlnlf Dleorden Group Meetbalf.
Room 201 Counseling and Testing
Center, Ordway Hall, 5 p.m. For in·
formation call 762-6851.
Small Group Bible Study. Murray
Christian Fellowship, 1608 Chestnut
St., 6:30 p.m. For information call
763-7356 or 762-3852.
Alpha Mu Gamma Meettnc. National foreign language honor society.
Room 404 Faculty Hall, 8 p.m.

Gay/lebsbian support
group
Anyone interested in group
meetings should call the Counseling
and Testing Center, 762-6951, to
schedule dates and times.

OKING
Shop with
ease and confidence at your
own pace.
Browse unbothered... have
fun/ Gaze at all the newest
brands, look at the different
styles
of
traditional,
rugged, outdoors, sport, ac·
ttve and casuaL But most of
aUjust look. At Com -Austin
you won'tfeel our shadow
on your shoulder, but we'U
be there if you need us.
So when you'rejust look ing... lookjor CORN-AUSTIN. A
store that's in touch w ith customers ...youl

-

1/2

Price

sept.'2a

Thursday

State Farm Insurance Interviews.
For all management majors. Schedule
times with Placement Center,
762-3737.
Northwestern Mutual Ufe lntel'views. For marketing, management,
finance, business, administration,
economics, accounting "and liberal
arta majors. Schedule times with
Placement Center, 762-3737.
State Farm Innrance Companies
Interviews. For computer science,
computer information systems and
MIS ~ra. Must be U.S. citizen or
permanent resident. Schedule times
with Placement Center, 762-3737.
Fern Terrace SiDI. Fern Terrace,
Stadium View, 8:30p.m. For iuformation call 762-3862 or 753-7356.
Overeaten Grou p MeetiJla. Room
201 Counaeling and Testing Center,
Ordway Hall, 5 p.m. For information
call 762-6851.
Table Tennil Sinal" Toumey.
Currie Center Gameroom, 7 p.m. FC8"
information call Jim Baurer,
762-6984.
Cinema InternationaL "Beat the
Devil." Curria Center Theater, 7:30
p.m. Free admission.
Study Buddies Propam. See
Around Catnou~&.

Liz Claiborne•
Chaps•
By Ralph Lauren
For Men
Now

.

For more information call Tonya
Styers, 762-3378 or 762-4890.

20%

Christian Dio,.
Sweaters
lightweight V-Necks

Now
0 Off
Great tall looks! Only

$3400

Reg.

Casual Pants
by Berlee
Khaki, Navy,

Olive & Taupe

20%

Off

Bum•
Equipment

30% Off

Cotie,.
Sportswear

20% Off

~.60

ea.

Sweaters
Great looks!

As Low As

$21 99See!ea.
Must

Young Men'a
EnUre Selection

Jeans
P&pee, Guess•.
Bugle Bo~,
Girband- & morel

Now

20%

Off

Wgesl Seleclian Mud

DOWNTOWN MURRAY
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ANY ITEM IN THE STORE
(Excluding cosmetics)
• •
•

You're back, settle down, get ready,
fashion found at Bright's in Murray's
downtown or Paducah Kentucky Oaks
M~ll

bound or Union City down

around Reelfoot Center.
Sweaters in knits and
blends, turtlenecks, pants
and skirts. Dresses, suits, blouses,
vests, all the best. Junior and missy
coordinates and shoes. See the coats, the
bras, the handbags--you can't loose. Lingerie,
hoisery, jewelry, you'll see. Fashion savings!
Just bring your ID.

OFFER EXPIRES SEPT. 24

Murray • Paducah • Union City

•

..

~Jr»~~ ]lj[]t=~--------------------------~Se-p-te-m~be-r~:a~2.~~~9~~!

/

Jiang Cunzhl, a visiting profesaor of quantum
mechanics from China, ahows a few technlqu• of
Tal Chi, a ChlneH exerciH. Cunzhl will be
teaching a clua on thla exerciH on Wednesct.ys
from 7:30p.m. to 8 p.m.

Chinese professor brings Tai Chi to MSU
By MICHAEL POWELL
Staff Writer
Murray State is expanding and enriching its role
in foreign relations by playing host to three visiting

the first time it (Chinese) bas been taught (at a
university campus) in the state of Kentucky," she
added.
Li said he and the other two professors are all from
Yunnan Normal University, located in Kunrning City, in the southwest part of the Peoples Republic of
China.
"Kunming City is a city of two million people. It is
a beautiful city," Li said. ''The university we came
from bas about 7,000 students, so it is similar to this
university,'' he said.
Li said although be has been in America since the
government crackdown on the student movement in
Beijeng, he wu not worried about his wife and son,
who are still in Kuruning City.
"Kuruning City is very peaceful and quiet . I was
not worried about them, but I do miee them," Li
said. He said he often makes telephone calls to them.
Li said Dr. Jiang Cunzbi, professor of quantum
mechanics, and Pan Yeuh Biao also atay in contact
with their wives and children.
Li said his wife is employed at the university and
his son is a student there.
In addition to teaching physics, Li said Jiang will
offer a class on the ancient Chinese art ofTaijiquan,
also known u Tai Chi. Li described Tai Chi as being
a "traditional boxing exel'Cise," but he said "boxing" is "not exactly a good word for it."
Taijiquan legend reaches back eight centuries to a
dream in which the Emporer Xuanwu taught the art
to an "alchemist hermit in a dream." This historical
data is found in a photocopy of informaton that
Jiang gave to Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman of the
health, physical education and recreation department. in order to make him more familiar with the
exercise that Jiang would be offering on Wedneeday
nights, Stewart said.
According to the information sheet, the story says
available historical data actually places the development of Tai Chi in the Henan Province around 300
yean qo. The martial style wu developed for

professors from the Peoples Republic of China.
Li Yuan arrived in Murray in March and taught
Chinese until Professor Pan Yeuh Biao took over the
teaching assignment this fall.
Li, 44, said his colleagues arrived Sept. 13 and are
busy getting settled into the International House, a
residence for visiting international faculty.
Celia Wall, acting director of the Center for International Programs, said the three professors are
part of an exchange agreement between Yunnan
Normal University and MSU.
Wall said the agreement, which allows MSU faculty members to travel and lecture at Yunnan for a
semester, was signed in November 1987. "Since
then we have had a total of five faculty members go
over (to China)," she said.
MSU faculty members currently in China are Dortha Bailey, a special collections librarian, and
Margaret Terhune, a retired faculty member. "They
are both ~aching English," Wall said.
In addition to the agreement with the Chinese
university, there are eight other countries that MSU
baa, or soon will have, agreements signed with, Wall
said.
"The other countries are Belize, Australia, Costa
Rica, Kenya, England, Scotland, Finland and
Yugoslavia," Wall said.
·
Li said Pan was going to take over the Chinese
language course that he taught, while he begins lee·
t urea about China.
"I taught the Oanguage) courae for about two
weeks, before Mr. Pan's arrival," Li said. Wall said
Li will, in addition to his duties, aleo be working on
research projects.
Wall said tbia is the first time Chinese baa been
taught on MSU'e campu.e. "I believe it may ·alao be

.

-

peasants to aid them to "subduing the vigorous by
the soft, adapting oneself to the style of others," and
"overcoming a force of 1,000 pounds with the force of
four ounces."
Stewart said Tai Chi is one of Jiang's interests.
"The course will not be a credit course, that is to say,
students can't get credit for taking it," Stewart said.
Stewart said the course will be offered on Wednesday nights from 7:30 to 9 p.m. in the Carr Health
building gymnastics room.
Stewart said there are a great deal of styles in Tai·
jiquan, but that .Tumg will be teaching the "Yang
Style Taijiquan.'' He said theY ang Style form ofTai
Chi has 115 movements which are all carried out in
two sections.
The exercises carry such descriptive and poetic
names, according to the list, such as White Crane
Spreading Wings and Return to Mountain with
Tiger, to name a few.
Stewart said these exercises are the ones an in·
dividual might see elderly Chinese people doing out
in the open courtyards and parks during some sort of
news program or documentary about China and ita
cultural heritage.
"This is a very ancient form of exercise," be said.
"You'll see people in their 80s and 90s doing them."
Wall said the three professors will be here through
this semester.·
"(We) hope to see more exchanges taking place,"
Wall said. "Although there are none echeduled at
the moment. There may be one or two more faculty
members going over in the spring."
Wall said the three men were pleased with MSU
and said Jiang commented that he found the
students in hie physics claee helpful and wu plea.aed
with them.
Wall said the profeeeon like Murray, but abe said
abe and her stafF wanted to "get them out a little
more eo they can see more of Kentucky."
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/n Country' makes big debut in Paducah.

By PATTI BEYERLE
Aaalstant Campus Ute Editor

It has been over a year, but
the movie that was the talk of
Mayfield is fmally opening in
theaters.
Norman Jewison'e In Country, a movie that was filmed in
Mayfield, 30 miles from Murray, premiered regionally Sept.
\ 17 in Paducah.
Jewison's production is based
on a novel by Mayfield native
Bobbie Ann Mason.

In pountry, a po~Vietnam
conflict story starrmg Bruce
Willis was filmed in Mayfield
in the summer of 1988.
In the movie, Willis plays a
Vietnam veteran who comes
home from the war and has to

explain Vietnam to a small
isolated Kentucky town.
Actreas Emily Lloyd portrays
Willie' niece who wants to
know the details of her father's
death in Vietnam. Joan Allen
and Judith Ivey also star in the
movie.
"I think it will generate a lot
of publicity and bring some
good size crowds," said Kyle
Harris, manager of Kentucky
Oaks Theater. The premier was
invitation only and filled two
theaters, he said.
"I definitely think that a lot
of people who usually don't see
this kind of movie will come to
see this one because of the extras in it that they might
know," Harris said.
They will go to see if they can
recognize friends, or family, or

New
Hong
Kong
Restaurant
-.....

-

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

The movie crew was looking
for people to uae as paaaers-by,
said Robin McGuire, a junior
advertising major from
Mayfield, who was working in
a delicateseen near the filming
location at the time.
"It was in the paper (The
every day
while they were filming it,"
McGuire said. "I remember
seeing pictures in the paper of
people being lined up to watch
them.
Ma~ld Meueng~r)

"Everyone knew about it and
they were really excited,'' she
said. " Mayfield's so small that
a lot of people don't even know

it exists, but the film attracted
attention- fast."

t he Weatern Kentu c k y
Hospital in Paducah, Sullivan
said.
Tommy Sullivan, a senior
Willie told USA Today that
advertising ID8jor also from he and his wife had their
Mayfield, agreed that In Coun- daughter, Rumer) there to
try gave Mayfield good avoid the attention and
expoeure.
publicity.
.
"There was a very strong
Locations used •during film·
ing included downtown, the sense of eecurity down there,"
courthouse, the old location of he told USA Today. "In L.A.,
Kentucky Fried Chicken and they make eo much of a hubbub
an old restaurant they about the birth of a celebrity
child, and we really wanted to
renovated, Sullivan said.
try to avoid all that. Our child
Stories circulated around was born in a small hospital in
Mayfield conatantly about peo- Paducah. No reporters. No
ple seeing Bruce Willie and ac- photographers. It was a very
treas Demi Moore out in public spiritual time."
Harris expects big crowds at
such as at the Kentucky Oaks
Mall in Paducah, Sullivan said. the movie once it opens, next
Friday, he said. "People that
An unexpected surprise was came out of it (the premier) said
the birth of the couple's child at they really elijoyed it."

Welcome Back
Students

Open 7 days a week
Sunday-Friday 11 a.m- 9:30p.m.
Saturday 4:30 - 9:30 p.m.
Daily Lunch Special
Monday-Friday

locations, he said. The movie
uses some professional actors
and actreases and the rest are
locale, be said.

/

Sunday Buffet
11 a.m.- 2 p.m.
$5.50

Take Advantage of the new

MSU Teller Machine

$2.95

Call 753 4488

For caiTy out orders and more information.

We cater parties, banquets & meetings
and can seat up to 200 people.

Pork or Beef
PIT BAR-B..QUE

e

Sandwich • Shoulder
e Plate
e Pound

BBQ
Every Thursday

KNOTH'S BAR-B-QUE

Hwy. 641 N.

759-1712

Hours 11 a.m. - 8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

Located on the second level of
The Curris Center on the campus
of Murray State University, the
machine, jointly owned and
operated, serves customers of
both banks.
Provided for your conveniet;Ice by:

Peoples
J.T
of Murray
Bank

Bank

Member IDIC

At~I+Altn~

Member FDIC
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Machines handy
to answer calls
By JENNIFER PLOCHER
Staff Writer

' 'I'm sorry. I'm not able to
come to the phone right now,
but if you'll leave your name
and number after the beep, I'll
get back to you..."

"You've got to get their atten·
tion," Thomason said, "or they
will hang up every time."
Thomason and his roommates
come up with different
messages to keep their callers
on the line. One of the most successful ones simply began with
a person shouting, "Don't hang
up! We're not in right now..."

Brad Harp, a freshman geoscience ~or from Louisville,
agrees that get ting the caller's
attention is the key.
"Our messages a r e i nteresting so they don't hang
up," Harp said.
One of Harp's messages
begins with a toilet flushing,
followed by the eound of hurried
footsteps, then, "Sorry I just
misaed you , but if you'll leave
your name and number..."

Photo by . . . IWtAHE8

Guttartat Andy Gurley, 8CC0fn~M~nled by Aaron Ancterwon, a •nlor from OfMnvtl.., perfot'IM a
va~ of mualc In hla concert that wa held Sundlly.

Former
MSU student takes
.
his guitar playing seriously
By ANGIE MIDDLETON
Staff Writer

Just outside Murray in Col·
dwater, there lies a hidden
talent - professional
guitarist, Andy Gurley.
Gurley, a 28-year-old former
MSU student, graduated from
the Guitarist Institute of
Technology in Hollywood,
Calif.
"GIT is a really intense,
hands-on, study of guitar
without the academic focus,"
be said. "I accomplished in
one year what I would have in

four years at a regular
university."
Gurley has performed with
the Jackson Symphony,
aboard the Queen Mary ocean
liner and was featured on the
theme and program music for
the "Knight Rider" television
series.
A native of Dyersburg,
Tenn., he fJ.rSt became in·
terested in the guitar at age
16.
"I just liked the sound," he
said. "I played piano but I
didn't like having to sit in one

place and play. You can take a
guit ar to the beach or play
anywhere."
Gurley led off the 1989 Free
Sunday Music Series at the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery Sunday with a concert. He performed 20th century classical
selections, as well as jazz and
modern pieces.
When not teaching his 60
gu~tar students, Gurley
teaches part-time at University of Tennesee at Martin and
writes jingles and advertising
copy.

How many t imes has a
telephone rang and someone cringed at the sound of a recor·
ding? Should the caller hang up
or patiently wait for t he beep
and speak to the machine?
Students witn a nswering
machines said they do not want
to miss any important calls.
Todd Thomason, a sophomore
construction technology mlijor
from Paducah, said the machine
is especially important if a person is in a fraternity or sorority.
"When nobody's home, you're
liable to miss something- like
So, the next time a person
meetings or rush functions," he gets a recording instead of who
said.
they are trying to call. the
caller should think twice before
Owners of these machines hanging up. Answering
said the biggest problem is peo- machine owners want to know
ple not leaving messages.
who called.

..
OPEN TODAY!

The~
Black Ra.m

l:3o p.m.
3:46p.m.
7:1op.m.
9:30 p.m.

When Harry
Met Sally

1:30 p.m.

(R)

~.1o p.m.

(R )

(PG)

Barpin Matinees
Sat. and Sun. $2.50

Don't be confused

?•

READ

the best In ladles fashions,
the classiest styles for Fall and Homecoming,
at the hottest new store In Murray!

3:26p.m.
7:115 p.m.

Uncle Buck

?•

THE MURRAY STATE
NEWS

proudly presents:

*Ihat'sMe
*l.tz C1ail:nne
*Hang Ten

*Lessie Lucks

Dixieland Shopping Center
(next to Subby's)
"Where the butterfly means fashion"
Open 10 a .m.- 5 p .m. Monday- Saturday
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HiU ·speaks of night show;
describes early problems
Hill described the show as family·oriented, and Gilda
unwelcomed by the network Radner, who hated drugs. Hill
executives.
said frequent guest host Steve
Martin did not use drugs on the
" Sa.turday Night Liue was show
either.
more than a poor step-child in
its fu-st year," he said. "It was
"Saturday Night Liue did a lot
ignored and even despised by of jokes about drugs, .. Hill said.
the people at NBC.''
"Drugs were a part of their
lives and a part of the lives of
Hill said one of the reasons for their generation."
this reaction was because the
.
/
show attacked everything NBC
Hill described the cast
stood for.
members he and Weingrad in·
"(The show's stafi) wanted to terviewed as being bitter and
jealous. The fame tore them
show up NBC for the capital apart. Hill gave the example of
pigs that they were,'' Hill said. the Blues Brothers.
"They wanted to make fun of it
This act began as a skit to
as much as possible."
The show had poor ratings un· liven the audience before the
til its third season but was show and eventually it became
a1lowed to continue for two a success with Dan Akroyd and
John Belushi making a movie
reasons: critics liked it and and
touring the country.
because NBC was "obsessed
with their prime·time disaster."
According to Hfll, Belushi and
Radner were big rivals. Radner
Hill also attributed the show's saw the Blues Brothers' success
success to the cast.
and decided to go on tour
"They were a tough group of herself. Her show was "Gilda
people," he said. "This allowed Live.''
them to survive these early
Paul Schaeffer, former piano
days when things were not real·
player for the show, got caught
ly going so well for them."
in the middle of this rivalry. He
The downfall of this group, was playing for both tours and
however, was a combination of was forced to choose one.
drugs and competition.
"There was a fight for power
"Anybody who watched the within the cast itself," Hill said.
show in its early days had the
When asked if he was disapcorrect impression that
everybody on the show used pointed with the Saturday
Night Liue of today compared to
drugs," Hill said.
earlier casts, Hill said, "I'm just
The exceptiona were Jane grateful for bow funny it has
Curtin, whom Hill described as been through the years."

By JENNIFER PLOCHER
Staff Writer

After 15 years on network
television, Sa.turday Night Liue
may be a habit for most of its
viewers, but have they ever
wondered how it began, why it
was a success or if the rumors
they heard about drug use were
true?
On Sept. 12, Doug Hill, coauthor of the book Saturday
Night and staff writer for TV
Guide magazine, answered
these questions and more in a
backstage history of Saturday
Night Liue in the Currie Center
Theater.

There was a fight for
power within the cast
itseff.'
-Hill
1

..:::-_

Hill and co·author, Jeff
Wiengrad, had done television
research for their jobs and knew
they wanted television as a
broad topic for their book.
Hill said the two authors
thought about other subjects,
but when Saturday Night Live
came up, they knew that was it.
Hill and Weingrad covered
the show up until 1985. Hill's
speech, however, hit heavily on
the beginnings and the original
cast of the show.
The show started in 1975
when Johnny Carson no longer
wanted the re·runs of his show
to air on Saturday evenings.
NBC needed a show aimed at
younger viewers.

11 Tanning

Sessions for

$25

Call 753-8477
Pagllal's Delivers Free a Fast-Pizza and Much More

Pizza-Thick & Thin Crust-8",10",12" & 14"
14K GOLD
HERRINGBONE OR ROPE ONLY
7" BRACELET
SJ995

Sandwiches
Spaghetti
Lasagna
Salads & more....

3 Dining RoomsSeating for 245

Any 14" plzza-$2.00 off
Perms • Haircuts • Tanning Beds • FacialsMuscle Toning - Manicures

Any 12" plzza-$1.00 off
$1.00 off large spaghetti/lasagna

Head Quarters

.50¢ off any small spaghetti/lasagna

FAMILY HAIR CARE CENTER
71 5 S. 12th St., Murray
(Across from the Bel-Air Shopping Center)

call Now For Your Appointment 753-2266

(Not w1id with any other 8peCial or coupon)

510MainSt.

753-2975
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Off-campus employees get · til' ·sister groups
more experience, less time slowly abolished
By CYRUS AFZALI
Staff Writer

Finding time to accomplish
everything desired both in and
out of class can be tough for
any college student, but
especially those with off.
campus jobs.
In contrast to campus
employment where the
employee's working hours are
arranged according to their
class schedule, students who
work off campus often have to
arrange their entire schedule
around their job's required
hours.
Although these cir cumstances often create problems for students, most of
them think the experience
gained is worthwhile.
Tammy L . Wheatley, a
junior public relations and
advertising major from
Camden: Tenn., who works at
Memories on Main Street during weekdays llnd Shoney's on
weekends, said she feels her
off-campus job has made her a
more responsible student and
penon, as a whole.
"I am learning how to
manage an actual job and support myself while still staying
active in achool as well as
sorority and fraternity functions," she said.
None of the students interviewed said they bad a hard
time managing working off
campus and going to school at
the same time.

"My job doesn't interfere
with school because my supervisor and I work my schedule
around my classes," said Doug
Hargrove, a graduate recreation and leisure services student from Cadiz, who works at
Lake Barkley State Resort
Park.
Kim Jenkel, a sophomore accounting and computer information systems major from
Pinckneyville, Dl., and an
employee at Dairy Queen in
Murray, said she feels working bas helped her be more
successful in school.
"Working helps me budget
my time more effectively," she
said.
Kerry C. Paschall, a senior
finance major from Puryear,
Tenn., who works at Security
Bank and Trust Co. in Paris,
Tenn., said the work experience will be invaluable
when he goes for a job interview after graduation.
"Since I work in both the
loan and collection departments, I face situations everyday that I might also encounter in a job after college,"
Paschall said.
Most students said they
would recommend the experience of working off campus to others.
"I believe if someone really
wants to know how work
would really be like when they
leave school, this kind of experience would be a great
asset," Paschall said.

NOW OPEN IN MURRAY

Jim Mahanes, a junior jour·
nalism major from Murray,
who is manager of Italian
Village Pizza, said be el\ioys
the chance his job gives him to
meet many of local people.
"I get to deal with business
people, and a lot of people outside of MSU," he said.
Mahanes also said people
can make more money in off·
campus jobs than in on·
campus positions.
"The number of campus jobs
is also very limited," he said.
All of the students said their
jobs do hinder their social activities to some degree, but
said they feel the experience
gained more than offsets this
disadvantage.
"Since I work mainly with
my sorority sisters, it's pretty
easy to stay involved (in activities)," Jenkel said.
Although his job cuts down
on his free time, Mahanes said
he feels people can make time
for social activities if they
want to, so finding time was
not a real problem for him.
Mahanea also said off.
campus employment lets a
person see what the community is like, which is a view they
do not always get if they work
on campus.
"There i.a a whole other
world outside of the campus,
and an off-campus job lets
students aee what it is like,"
he said.

By KRIS FAZJ
Staff Writer
Many MSU fraternities are
abolishing their little sister
organizations because of a
resolution passed by the National Interfraternity Con·
ference in December 1987.
The resolution said little
sister groups "are not desirable
adjuncts to the collegiate
chapters of men's fraternities
and urges .. . chapters to
eliminate these programs at the
earliest possible time."
Among the reasons cited for
discouraging little sister
groups: diverting needed
resources from the fraternities,
distracting members from their
duties, inviting disharmony
within the chapter and weakening the bonds of brotherhood.
Another objection is the risks
involved, said Pat Brown, president of the National Interfrater·
nity Council at the School of
Medicine at Marshall, W. Va.
''Because of liabilities involved, such as peraonal if\iury or
the possibility of little sister
programs being deemed sexist,
fraternities by and large are
realizing that these kinds of
association groups are opening
them to the possibility of
lawsuits," he said.
"There have been some auita
lodged against fraternity
chaptera by little sisters who
want to be foll-fle4ged members
of that chapter, claiming they
have every right as an initiated
member," Brown said.

jODIE FO&'TER

THE

Rosa Meloan, adviser to the
MSU Interfraternity Council,
said another objection to little
sister organizations is nonGreek members are given the
same priveleges and recognition as Greek members.
Brown said institutionali.zation of little sister groups has
caused the problem. Groups /
with a name, constitution and
pledgeship are a potential
liability, he said.
•
Brown said abolishing these
programs will be a gradual
process.
"It's not like turning off a
switch," be said. " Simply
because an edict comes down
from national headquarters
doesn't mean that overnight it's
going to be done. But if 00
members are initia~d then this
tight association will gradually
be lessened."
All MSU fraternities are
registered with the Inteifraternity Council, and most of them
have abolished official little
sister memberships.
"Pi Kappa Alpha was the only
fraternity on campus with a
chartered little sister organization. Due to lawsuits and
liabilities on other campuses,
the chapter was abolished in July," said Raelyn Barlow, a Pi
Kappa Alpha little sister.
Barlow said the group functiona aa it always has, but it ia
not recognized as a chapter.

See UTTLE SISTERS
Page 20

KELLY MCGILLIS
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A Complete Comic Store In
The Southside Shopping
Center
Back Issues I Current Titles
Comic Supplies 1 Want Lists Filled
Open
5 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Monday through Friday
10 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Saturday

753-0920

-

Sept. 27
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W

The Murray State News
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Film Times:
3:30 p.m. - All Tickets $1
7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.- Tickets $1.50 with MSU 10
$2.50 without MSU ID

m:T'Q

All times subject to change
Funded by

SGA ~
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K;eeslar receives high award
By JENNY HAMMAT
Staff Writer

Suzanne Keeslar, assistant
profesaor of foreign languages,
aaid receiving the outstanding
teacher award was the
highlight 'o{ her career.

She received the 1989 Max G.
Carman Outstanding Teacher
Award during the Honora Day
program at the end of the ..,ring
semester.
The award is preeented annually by the MSU Student
Government Aaaoc:iation in
recognition of excellence in
teaching.
"In retroepect. I would say it
is the highlight of my career,"

Keeslar began teaching at
MSU in 1965. She spent six
weeks studying at the Sorbonne, in Paris, in 1971.
Other teachers who received
recognition on Honora Day inelude: Roee Bogal-Albritten,
College o{ Humaniatie Studies;
Raymond Conklin, College of
Fine Arts and Communication;
history.
Chuck Hulick, College of
This award is different from Education; Tom Kind, College
the other awards presented on of Science; David Kramer, Col·
HonOl"B Day in that the students lege of Industry and
nominate and vote on the pro- Technology; Jim McCoy, Col·
fessors they think should lege of Busineaa; Yuahin Yoo,
Library; and Charles Smith,
ret$ive the award.
Keeslar ia the ninth recipient Alumni . Association
distinguished professor award.
of the Carman award.

Keeslar aaid. " I was tremendously BU.rprised and honored
that the students would select
me."
The award honon the late
Max G. Carman, a Murray
State professor who served 46
years in the mathematics
department as Chairman, having the longest tenure in MSU

PIGGLY
WIGGLY
"The Qrginal American Supermarket"
Bounty Towels
Jumbo Roll

Starkist

69¢

Tuna

6.5 oz. can

49¢

Now Open
24 Hours
Friday

Monday
7 a.m.

Saturday
•

Charcoal

midnight

&

Sunday

Piggly Wiggly
10'1b•.bag

We are a Western Union
agent.
·

$1.19
South 12th and
Glendale

753-9616

--
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Campus groups
invite members
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Staff Writer

Is your main entertainment
sitting in front of your television eating Zingers? Do you
wonder why everyone around
you says they are "Greek"
when you know they were born
in America?
Well, there is more to college
than eating Zingers, and Murray State has a lot to offer.
Students can almost immediately get involved in campus organizations such as the
Student Government Associ&·
tion, Student Alumni Association, University Center Board,
and Student Hall Council.
SGA is the governin~ bQdy of
MSU, and it serves as the "student's voice,'' representing the
students and improving campus
life, said Leslie McKinney, a
senator-at-large.
SGA consists of two representatives from each college, with
six general representatives or
senators-at-lar ge, and t wo
freshmen representatives to attain equal tepresentation from
the freshman student body.
SGA elections are held each
spring in t he Curris Center
ball r oom, with freshman
senator elections being held
Sept. 27, from 8:30a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Voters must have a student identification card to vote.
Requirements for application
for the two freshmen positions
are that the student be a
freshman and a full-time student, McKinney said.
SGA is responsible for such
improvements as the hanging
parking decals and the credit
card meal ticket plan which will
go into effect in the spring, and
is currently working on a test
retention policy.
"I want to bring about
changes in SGA that will continue for years to come," said
Eddie Allen, president of SGA.
SGA meetings are open to all
students, and everyone is urged
to attend and become more in·
formed on campus happenings.
The University Center Board
provides entertainment on campus for students.
The UCB accepts volunteers
to aid in the production of the
concerts and special events the
organization offers and currently has concert chairman applications available in the SGA
office.
Last year UOB sponsored the
Eddie Money concert, the
Government Cheese concert,
comedy shows and many other
activities.

The MSU Student Alumni
Association is an organization
which strives to build better
relations among MSU students
and alumni, said Donna Hern·
don, the association advisor.
This 200-member organization has traveled to conferences
at both the University of South
Florida in Tampa, Fla., and the
University of Maine in Orono,
Maine, within the past year,
Herndon said.
SAA also sponsors many
events such as Alumni
Weekend, Spring Legacy Day,
Parent's Weekend, Mudball
and fundraisers as thf: yearly
Student Record, fall survival
kits and the Homecoming
Hotdogger.
The organization also assists
in the recruitment of new
students. Anyone may join SAA
by completing an application
from the SAA office, located on
the fourth floor of Sparks Hall,
or contact a current member of
SAA.
''We are an open organization
and we welcome any student to
become as involved as they
want," said Kayla Barrett,
president of SAA. "The more
you put into SAA, the more you
get out of it." Dues for membership are $5.
Freshmen are also eligible to
participate in the Student Hall
Council sponsored by each
residence hall.
Michelle Lockhart, a senior
residence hall adviser in Springer Hall, said she encourages
Springer residences to attend
the Student Hall Council
meeting because "they are the
voice of Springer Hall."
Through the hall meetings,
the girls meet others, and are
able to parti~ipate with
students from other residence
halls through competitions or
outings.
Lockhart also said the Stu·
dent Hall Council officers do not
include residence advisers, but
instead, officers are interested
residents. The entire dorm
votes on its officers.
The requirements for each
ball vary according to the hall's
constitution which specifies
such demands as maintaining a
certain grade point average, or
attendance of designated
meetings.
Whether a student is interested in government, alumni
relations, entertainment, or
residence hall life, MSU has a
place for everyone.

·REBD[IftiES
WE'RE REDECORATING!
Please excuse our mess, but
we're remodeling to serve you,
our friends and customers better.
We'll be open Wednesday with a
new look so call for an appointment,
and walk-ins are welcome.
t

Dixieland Center

753-0882

'

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet - Geo, Inc.
1990

Ges
TRACKER

Available Now!!!

I

_
753 2617

1307 S. 12th St.
Murray

-

Just off the
Square at
304 Maple
Reservation s
Suggested

Monday

thru

DINING EMPORIUM

753-0124

Saturday
11 am. - 9 p.m.

Closed Sunday

MENU FEATURES
*FAJITAS *GUMBO
*FILE T MIGN ON
*GRIL LED LAMB CHOP
*CARRIBEA N CHICKE N
*SANDWICHE S
*SALADS
•GOURME T DESSERTS
DeUctous selections in a relaxed, refined atmosphere, moderately prtced and graciously setved.

Murray State University Night
Friday, Sept. 22
FREE General Parking with any MSU I.D.
FREE Grandstand Admission with any MSU I.D.
Clubhouse admission $1.50 with_ill1Y MSU I.D.
For clubhouse dinner reservations
call 444 -7117

Gates open at 5 p.m.
Turfway Simulcast Racing starts at 6 p .m .
Quarterhorse Racing at Bluegrass Downs star.ts
at 7:05p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 23
Tickets stubs from the MSU - SIU football game
get FREE Grandstand admission that night.
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Rolling Stones perform
as group after eight years
They are called "The World's
Greatest Rock 'n' Roll Band"
and in St. Louis Sunday they
showed why.
Mick, Keith, Charlie, Bill and
Ron hit the stage at Busch
Stadium to the roar of cannons
and applause, and for the next
two plus hours rocked and rolled the bouse as only they can.
From the opening strains of
"Start Me Up" to the final
chorus of the encore "Jumping
Jack Flash,'' the Rolling Stones
did what was expected of them
- to play rock 'n' roll and make
you like it.
During 1989 many of the most
popular bands from the 1960s
and '70s have been on the concert trail, trying to rekindle the
creative fires that first sparked
them, but not rock's original
"ba{i boys." This was not a
rehash of old material- it was
more like fmding a lost keepsake from your past and
remembering how much you
missed. it.

REVIEW

faded away. But as soon as you
heard the wail of Keith's
Fender and the cool growl from
Mick's lips, you knew this was
only rock 'n' roll the way it
should be.
The Steel Wheels Tour, as its
called, features three songs
from the new album of the same
name. "Mixed Emotions," the
current single; "Rock in a Hard
Place;" and Richard's song
"Slipping Away" as well as
many of their classic cuts like
"Paint It Black,'' "Gimme
Shelter," "Honky Tonk
Woman," "Sympathy for the
Devil," "Miss You," a bonerattling version of "Midnight
Rambler" that just would not
stop.
•
Being primarily a blues band
that rocks, they also paid hommage to the blues by covering
Howling Wolrs version of
Willie Dixon's, not the Doors,
"Little Red Rooster'' and a rous. It has been eight years since ing tribute to early rock legends
the Stones toured, and in that with "It's Only Rock and Roll,"
time many pretenders to rock's complete with video footage of
throne have come, played and Chuck Berry, Little Richard,

Jerry Lee Lewis, The Beatles
and others.
The boys never sounded so
good. Keith played like a man
not possessed by the demons of
drugs and alcohol and Mick
pranced around like a giddy
22-year-old. Charlie Watts
handled the drums like the
grandmaster he is, and Bill
Wyman stroked the bass as
good as it gets. Ron Woods traded riffs and lead guitar with
Keith with great flair. Mick
even joined in on the fun by
playing harmonica with passion
on "Midnight Rambler" and
rhythm guitar on several tunes.
The entire show was tight and
well staged. If you were a fan of
the Stones you knew what to expect. If not, you came away impressed. They are getting older
but you couldn't prove it by the
way they performed in St.
Louis.
Living Colour opened the
show, at the time printed on the
tickets, which is amazing in
itself. For a new band trying to
make their own name, they
were fairly successful.
- Tony Kendall

MSU sororities participate
in Watermelon Bust events
By LORI SHAIN
Reporter

Murray State sororities kick·
ed off the 17th annual Lambda
Chi Alpha Watermelon Bust
Tuesday by decorating the
fraternity bouse on Main Street
with posters and balloons.
The annual event, open to all
MSU sororities, raises funds for
Lambda Chi Alpha-designated
area charities. Sororities pay a
$25 entry fee.
"Instead of just giving to only

Bust activities were held daily, beginning with a cookout on
Wednesday at 3 p.m., followed
by a volleyball tournament at 4
p.m. Spirit Night on Thursday
consisted of line dances and
skits performed by the
sororities, followed by a party
with a live performance from

the band Nervous Melvin at 9
p.m.
'
Kicking off the actual
Watermelon Bust games,
Lambda Chi members will
throw watermelons otT the top
of the Currie Center at 3:30
p.m. on Friday. Following
events include a watermelon
hike, watermelon crabwalk11 11
watermelon eating contest,
watermelon spin and the selection of a Miss Bust candidate.
To wrap up the events, Lambda Chi will hold a Watermelon
Bust Dance on Saturday.

chapter has not decided
whether or not to give out bids
for little sisters this semester.
Cole said ATO little sisters
cannot pay dues, elect officers
or pledge for little sisters as of
last spring.
"lfwe do accept bids, they will
take them and be little sisters;
there would be no pledging in·
volved," he said.
The only sorority on campus
supporting the resolution is
Alpha Omicron Pi.
"The IFC addressed the National Panhellenic Council at
the NPC conference. Little
sister organizations have never
been encouraged, but the
resolution is a stronger step. We
are supporting the resolution,''
said Donna Krueger, AOPi
president.
Alpha Delta Pi, Sigma Sigma
Sigma and Alpha Gamma Delta
members have been strongly
encouraged not to pledge little
sister organizations, but have
not been forbidden to do so, said
sorority presidents Diana McCrory, Allyson Hobbie and
Brenda Gregory, respectively.
Although some fraternity and
sorority members have am-

bivalent feelings about the
abolishment, most think it is a
positive move.
"I agree with the resolution.
A lot of times the girls do tend
to place their priorities with the
fraternity instead of the sorority," McCrory said. "I think it
should be an honorary type
position rat:her than a
pledgeship."
"There are girl!! that are misled to think they can joih a little
sister organization and get the
same benefits from it that they
can with a sorority, which is not
the case," said Stephanie
McDermott, campus
panhellenic president. "Girls
involved in both a sorority and
a fraternity have to split their
time between the two; the
sorority should be the most emphasis for the female.''
"Most people can strike a
balance between a fraternity
and a sorority, but my sorority
comes frrst," said Allyson Hobbie, president of Sigma Sigma
Sigma. "For some people, I
guess it can be a problem.
Sometimes the loyalties do get
crossed."

one charity we will give to a few
others also, with one $300 donation going to the Christian
Children's Fund,'' said Jerry
Kirkpatrick, vice president of
Lambda Chi Alpha.

LITTLE SISTERS
Continued from Page 17
The fraternity is not giving
out bids for little sisters this
semester.
MSU's Lambda Chi Alpha
chapter is not abolishing its little sister organization, the
Lambda Chi Crescents, because
it is not an institutionalized
organization. It is controlled
through limited membership
and fraternity rules, said Tom
Go liT, president of Lambda Chi
Alpha.
Golff said bids for little sisters
will not be given out this
semester to keep the membership limited.
Kappa Alpha Order's national organization has not
taken a position on the little
si~rissue, said Paul Dame,
nt ofKA.
p
" aditionally, our nationals
have had a stand-otT attitude
about it. It's up to our individual chapters," Dame said.
"They have warned us about
the risks, and we've taken away
those risks. Our Southern
Belles organization does not
have a constitution or bank
account."
Steve Cole, president of Alpha
Tau Omega, said the MSU
~

Ifyou think
church is only
for families,
rememberJesus
was single.
The Episcopal Church believes there's more than
enough room for singles in the family of God. We invite
you to join us in faith and fellowship every Sunday.
The Episcopal Church

'

St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 W. Main, Sunday 8 am & 10;30 a.m.

Jerry's

·de Fried®
Chicken

Just$3.59
Served with a choice of
vegetables and a roll or
cornbread.

Lunch
Monday-Saturday
From 11 a.m.

Supper
Monday-Saturday
From 4 p.m. and .
All Day Sunday

JelllllfS®
FAMILY RESTAURANTS
No One Brings More

To The Table!"'
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Proctor wins battle·, but MSU loses
•

By KEN DARE
Assistant Sports Editor

North Texas State University
• conveited four of the Racers' six
fi rst half turnovers into
touchdowns as they defeated
visiting Murray State 28-141ast
Saturday.
"l was very disappointed with
the way we played in the fi.rst
half,'' Racer head coach Mike
Mahoney said. "Offensively,
the six turnovers killed us and
defensively we didn't rise to the
occasion and make the big
plays."
The Mean Grean Eagles, the
number three-ranked team in
Photo by DAVID RAMEY
Division 1-AA football, scored
the game's first 28 points.
In the first quarter, North
Texas intercepted a Michael
Proctor pass at its own five-yard
line and then drove 83 yards in
nine plays for a touchdown.
Racer fumbles led to three
more North Texas touchdowns
in the second quarter. The
Mean Green Eagles had scoring
drives of 39 yards in seven
plays, 16 yards in four plays
and 41 yards in one play in the
quarter.
The Racers did not get on the
scoreboard until the fourth ·
quarter.
With 13:25 left to play the
Racers began a 79-yard drive
that featured Proctor completing five of seven passes, in·
cluding an 18-yard touchdown
Photo by DAVID RAMEY
strike to wide receiver James
Huff, a junior from Nashville,
(Top) Racer querterbaek Mlcheel Proctor, a aenlor from Sylveater, Ga., hende off to running bllck Tenn.
Petrick White, 1 junior from Andereon, S.C •• In lut Saturdey'a 28·14 lou to North Texaa Stete
Proctor then completed a pass
University In Denton, Texee. (~ttom) Michael Proctor goee beck top... agalnet North Texae to running back F r ank
State. Proctor paiHd for 268 yards In the g1me.
Thigpen, a senior from Haines

FOOTBAll
City, Fla., for a two-point conversion, making the score 28-8
with 7:47 to play.
With 3:31 left in the game
Racer linebacker Greg Seapbu.s,
a senior from Meridian, Mia's.,
intercepted his second pass cl.
the game, this one at the North
Texas 12-yard line.
After a four-yard gain and an
incomplete pass, Racer reserve
quarterback Kevin Spencer, '&
junior from West Point, N.Y.•
fJ.red a 16-yard touchdown piUIII
to wide receiver Randy Taylor,
a senior from Fulton. The Racers' two-point conversion attempt failed when
Spencer's pass fell incomplete,
leaving the score 28-14.
In the battle of the quarterbacks, Racer head coach Mike
Mahoney saw his own man as
the winner.
"Michael's statS were better
and he was more consistent,"
:Mahoney said. "Davis completed only four of 15 passes in
the se!ond half."
Proctor completed 20 of 39
passes for 266 yards and one
touchdown with two interceptions and rushed 11 times for 30
yards.
Davis completed 17 of 32
passes for 236 yards and three
touchdowns. He had two interceptions and rushed eight
times for 13 yards.
Murray State had 350 total
yards in the game compared to
North Texas State's 369. North
Texas turned the ball over three
times, the Racers six.

/

SIU to invade Roy Stewart Stadium .saturday
By KEN DARE
Assistant Sports Editor

The Racers and the Southern
• Illinois University Salukis
enter this Saturday's match-up
on different notes.
The Racers, who lost 28-14 to
North Texas State University
last weekend, will be looking to
rebound from their fJ.rst loss of
the season.
The Salukis, on the other
hand, are coming off a big 17-14
upset victory over Eastern lllinois University.
"The Salukis were decided
underdogs against Eastern fl.
linois," Racer head coach Mike
Mahoney said. "But they were
able to switch gears and go from
a passing attack to a running
attack and come up with the big
win."
For the Salukis it was their
first win of the season. They are
now 1-2, having lost 41-3 to the
University of Nevada-Reno on
Sept. 2 and 14-7 to Western fl.
linois University on Sept. 9.
For the 2 - 1 Racers ,
establishing their running attack and stopping the Salukis'
ground game will be the keys to
winning, Mahoney said.
"We only ran for 68 yards
against North Texas State,"
Mahoney said. " We've got to be

able to run the football better to
win."
To establish the ground game,
the Racers will have to
neutralize the Salukis' im- .
pressive linebacking trio of
Kevin Kilgallon (155 tackles
last season), Tyrunne Johnson
(95 tackles) and Division 1-AA
All-American candidate Ron
Kirk (86 tackles in 1988).
Entering Saturday's matchup, quarterback Michael Proctor, a senior from Sylvester,
Ga.• leads the Racers in rushing
with 125 yards gained on 39
carries. Junior running back
Michael Davis, from Elkmont,
Ala., is second with 74 yards
gained on 24 carries.
"Defensively, we have to
switch gears and adjust to stop
their running game," Mahoney
said. "The Salukis started the
season as a passing tean1 but
they only threw 10 passes last
week."
The Racer defense is led by inside-linebacker Danny_Amato, a
junior from Hoboken, N.J.
Amato has recorded 34 tackles
this season and has one
interception.
Kickoff for the Racer-Saluki
game will be 2:30 p.n1. at Roy
Stewart Stadium.

Salukis vs. RACERS
The Series:
First Meeting
MSU 6. SIU 3 (1927)

Overall Contests
3-3-2 (tie)
1988 Record
4-7-Q
1989 Record
1-2-Q
Home Record vs MSU
1-1-2

1988 Record
Average Score/Game
SIU: 105 points for 13 ppg
MSU: 91 points for 11 ppg

4-6-0
1989Record

2-1-0

Home Record vs. SIU
Lost Meeting
2-2-0
SIU 28, MSU 21 (1988 at Carbondale)

*This Is only the third meeting since 1933

...

Softball teams open play
with competitive leagueS
INTRAMURALS
As expected, the fU"St week of
intramural softball competition
has created a jam at the top of
each league.
In the Linus league, A.S.S.E.,
Anything That Moves, Dry
Heaves and Team Moo are all
tied for the top spot at 1.0.

·--------------------------------------------,

Treas Lumber ::loltcenter.
And Full Line Lumberyard
BRING THIS AD IN FOR 10% OFF

PURCHASE

"'Coupon not good em special orders or sale items.
*Expires Sept. 30

Bel Air Shopping
• Center

759-1390

~--------------------------------------------~
Welcome Back To Murray

Dairll

The Pig Pen league also has a
four-way tie with Whitey's
Rats, BOA, Brian's Crew and
the Unwed Fathers each at 1.0.
In the Schroeder league,
D.O.B., the Bud Crew, MWS
and the Garbon Zos are all
undefeated after one game.
The Webbers lead the Sorori·
ty and Others league with a 2.0
mark with Alpha Phi and
Alpha Sigma Alpha each at 1-0.
In other intramural events,
fraternity tennis is underway
with the first round completed
and the second round to begin

soon.
. Twilight softball will also be
starting soon with several
teams competing for first place
in various leagues.
Photo by ~N FREELAND

•
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.

A member of Anything That Moves takes a swing In an Intramural
contest.

Sept. 28 is the next deadline
in campus recreation for table
tennis singles.

Store hours:
Monday - Friday 7:80 a .m. • 6 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m - 5 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. - 5 p.m .

Queen
Hours:
10

a.m. to 11 p.m.

1303 Main St.

753- 4925

· Pro Flight ·
Kyle Oakley Field
Murray
489-2874

'

Flight Instruction
Sightseeing
Special "Introduction to Flying Lesson"

$20 ·1/2 hour ground Instruction
-1/2 hour flight Instruction
Limit one "lntro to Flying Lesson" per person
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Team takes second .:~:.
.. or
·:·,
,.
in Murray tourney
By BECKY NAUGHTON
Reporter

TENNIS

(.(

\.t

The Murray

State News

The Racer's tennis team opened its fall season last weekend Murray, was undefeated in
with a second-place finish in the three matches at the number •
is
19th annual Murray State six singles, and the number
t hree doubles team of Doug
Invitational.
Southern lllinois University Hawthorne, a sophomore from
won the tournament, with the Bloomington, ill., and Richard .--------------:----------'-----:::::::-.~
..":.~-.:
. ::::.:
. ~=::::::::
University of Louisville and Tracy, a freshman from Lone
,,,,,,,,, , ,""''' ~ ~=~::::~= ~~~ ~~
Eastern Kentucky University Oak, was also undefeated at 3-0.
Tomas Hult, a junior from Up·
finishing third and fourth,
psala, Sweden, finished 2-1 at
respectively.
the number one singles spot as
The tournament gave head did Matthias Arrfelt, a junior
coach Bennie PUrcell and aasis- from Stockholm, Sweden, at
tant coach Tony Wretlund a number four and Rob Olmstead,
Most popular selling pant In the USA
chance to experiment with a a junior from Troy, Mich., at
- Over 1,000 to choose from In many colors and fabrics
new lineup and to evaluate the number five.
strengths and weaknesses of
The team's next competition
the players.
will be Oct. 6, when they travel
"We had aome good play to the University of Georgia to
overall,'' Purcell aaid, "and we play in the Southern InterReg. $34 to $38
had s ,o me plac es for collegiate tournament.
improvement."
Purcell said he expects good
Now $25.50 to $28.50
" We h ave a number of competition at the tournament.
underclaasmen and we were "All the best teams from the
happy with their play," Purcell South and Southeast play in
The focus Is on comfort
said. "It (the tournament) gave this tournament," he aaid. "It's
Levis Dockers pleated
us a chance to see some of the some of the best competition
pants of all-cotton
t hings we need to work on to im· we'll have and we're hoping
prove their game."
canvas or denim.
that our guys will have a good
Phil Billington, a senior from showing."
Men's waist sizes.

here for you!
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25% OFF

Team goes 1-4 playing
in Mem·phis tournament
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor

Playing in ita .second tournament of t he season, the Lady
Racer volleyball team won only
one of four match.es at the Mem·
phis State Invitational last
weekend to drop its overall
season record to 3-9.
The team's rll'st match was
against Utah State Univer!lity,
which resulted in a 15-13, 15·5,
15·5 win for Utah. The next opponent was the host school,
Memphis State University, who
defeated the Lady Racers 15-12,
15-10, 15·5.
The Lady Racers' lone win
came against Tennessee Tech
University by the scores of
15-11, 15·0, 15-5. The team closed out the tournament by losing
to the University of Alabama at
Birmingham 15-4, 15·3, 4-15,
15-7.
Despite the losses, head coach
Oscar Segovia saw good things
about his team's play. "We
have been improving defensively and are starting to unders-

VOllEYBAll.
tand the defensive system," he

Now 25°k OFF.
Levi s long-sleeve
all-cotton shirts In
stripes and plaids.
Men's S,M,L,XL.
Sale prices enectlve
th rough Sept. 30

said. "We have no problem on
offense, we just need to get better defensively."
Segovia said be is glad that
his team is facing tough com·
petition early in the season. "If
you play good teams, you will
get better," he said. "It also will
get us better prepared for the
Ohio Valley Conference."
The team will compete in its
third tournament when it
travels to St. Louis this
weekend to play in the St. Louis
Tournament. Other teams
scheduled to compete are the
University of Louisville, the
University of Northern Iowa,
the University of Mississippi,
St. Louis University and the
University of Tulsa.
Segovia said he knows the
competition at the tournament
will be tough. ''We just hope to
come out even at this tournament," he said. "We need to
surprise some teams and let
them know we are here."

Tired of Your
. Jewelry?
Broken? Or j ust time
for a change ?

Quality Jewelry
Repair and
Custom Design
"The jewelry repair
specialist•

J.T. LEE
Jeweler

Dixieland Center

759·1141

~lSffiml

You're looking smarter than ever at JCPenney

JCPenney
Murray
759-1400

Styling Salon
759-9811
!;,1. . .. JCPw!My Co!ftpeny, lnc.
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New
Location!

Club drops match
on Saturday, 1-0
By CHIP ADAMS

102 N. 15th St.

End of year sale

SOCCER

Staff Writer

The MSU soccer club dropped
its record to 0-2 with a 1-0 loss
at Middle Tennessee State
University last Saturday.
"We just didn't play that
well," coach Peter Cote' said.
"We did better than last week.
Our conditioning is getting
better."
A major blow to the team
came when Rad Cook, senior
goalkeeper, was ixijured on a
broken play and had to be taken
out of the game. Cook later
returned to action and finished
the game with 15 saves.
On the play that Cook was injured, Middle Tenne88ee scored
their only goal that became the
margin of victory. "We really
are a second half team, and we
had a tough time recovering
from the early deficit," Cote'
said.
"We have the talent to do better," Cote' said. "Greg Knedler,
Mark Weaver and Pekka
R iaaanen all played IP'eat
games, all of the players just
need to get to know each other
better. That ia a problem that
you have with a lot of new faces
on the team."
Middle Tennessee was called
for three fouls while Murray

Selection of new and used Golf Equipment

received 20 violations. "It was a
one-sided game as far as the officials go, but you can't blame
the 1088 on them," said forward
Jeff Klym. "We just didn't have
good communication between
players and (made) a lot of mental mistakes."
MSU will have a week off and
Cote' intends to practice on
basics. "We are going to work
again on fundamentals, get our
passing down, as well as continue our conditioning pro·
gram," Cote' said.
Tennis standout Tony
Wretlund, returned to the aoc·
cer squad t his week. Wretlund
saw limited playing time last
year, but was responsible for
the winning goal in a match
with the University of
Kentucky.
Cote' encourages anyone who
is interested in playing on the
team to come out to practice.
"We practice daily at 4 p.m. on
Cutchin Field." he said. "The
more the better is all I can say."
The soccer team will be back
in action Sept. 30 and Oct. 1 as
they host Kansas University
an d th e U n ivers i ty of
Kentucky.

•New Iron Sets - $ 140-$250
*New Wood Sets - $65-$120
•used Irons - $5()..$150
•used Wood Irons - $25-$85
*Ultra Joy Shoes by Footjoy - $45 .99
•Proshot and Etonic - 75% off
•New and Used Metal Woods - $20
*New and Used Grafite Dirvers - $25
sets up to - $75
*Barrell of Woods - $5-$10-$20-$20

aro

All Clothes Discounted
Indoor Golf Lessons & Hittln Ran e

753-4012

753-2282

CLASSIFIEDS
Ell~ W2[k!
EICIIIIDI ~!

Assemble products at home.
Call for information
%04-641-8003 Ext 1673

AnENllQH- HJBIHgl

Govei'Mient jobs - your area.
Many immedale openings
without waiting list Of test.
$17,840- $69,485. Call
1~2-838-8885
Ext.R 4852

AIIEtfiiQH·

.

G~EBNMENT §EIZEil

~Et:ti~LE§

FOI'df. Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus
buyers guide. 1-002-838-8885
Ext A 4852
From $100.

ATTENT10NG~EBHMENT HQMES

From $1 (lkepalr). Delinquent
tax property. Repos~.
Cal1~2~

Ext GH 4852

S350A llA~ J
Pl'OCI8asing phone ordera.
People call youl No exparienoe
necessary. Call (refundable)
518-459-8697 Ext K 4069A
M&G Complete Glass
DIXIELAND SHOPPING
CENTER
Tub & s hower enclosuresatorm doora & windows - p&ate

glaaa - window glass - mirrors inaulated glaaa - auto glau alore fronta - atore fixtures
753-0180

AnENllON- EAEW MONE~

Golfers finish fifth
Following an inconsistent performance at the Murray State
Intercollegiate last weekend,
the Racer golf team will try to
rebound September 22-28 at the
University of Cincinnati
Intercolle&iate.
The Racers, who had two
teams playing last weekend,
will need a stronger start this
week to stay in contention.
After an opening round of 315
by the Racers' top team, MSU
was 18 shots behind the winner
Western Kentucky University.
Despite the Blue team
finishing in fifth place and the
Gold team finishing last out of
12 teams, the Racers did have
some promising performances
from very young players.
Rob Remitz, a sophomore
from Austin, Texas fired a

BEAiliHG IIQQK§ J
$32,000 I year Income potential.
Delaia. 1- 602-838-8885
Ext BK~

GOLF
three- round total of 225 to
finish tied for fifth in the individual standings. The finish
was Remitz' second top ten
finish in collegiate golf.
Chris Wilson, a freshman
from Farmington, who was
playing in his ftrst college tour·
nament, also had a solid performance and shot 232.
Dirk Brinker, a sophomore
from Evansville, Ind., was next
for the MSU Blue team with a
236, John Dickey had 238, and
John Hobby finished with 239.
Scores from the MSU Gold
team were: Mike Paduano, 234:
Craig Schwettman, 236; Steve
Laurain, 244; Wright King,
251; and Kevin Gorham, 254.
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(located inside Roy's Pharmacy)
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$1 0 0 cash give-away
and balloon arrangement sent to the
person of your choice!
1
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Name:
Address:

I
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Phone:

Must come in to register.

FOR SALE
Spinet-<:oniOle piano t.rpin
Wanted: Responsible party to
take over low monthly
payments on Spinet Piano. See
locally. Call 800-327-3345

Ext.102

FREE

CLASSIFIEDS
Watch this space to see how
you can receive a free
classified ad in
The Murray State News

ONE HOUR

' PERSONALS, GREEK LIFE,

CLEANERS

Tht Murgy State News

FOR SALE...

Has It All

!sPORTS NOTEBOOK/

THE DEBUT ALBUM OF NEW YORK SINGER-SONGWRITER

ROBIN GREENSTEIN

Game's starting time moved

..

.r.

APPEARING

This Saturday's game against Southern lllinois University at
Roy Stewart Stadium will start at 2:80 instead of 7:30 as is noted
on some schedules. Students are once again encouraged to enter at
gate six.

Gray's playing future uncertain
Michael Gray a freshman from Princeton and a member of the
Racer l:iasketbah team, is out of the hospital following his injury
sustained in a fight at Martin, Tenn., three weeks ago, but whether
he will play this season is unknown at t his time, Racer head coach
Steve Newton said.
If Gray has to sit out this year, he will lose a year of eligibility
since he has already redshirted once.

Racers advance in national poll
Despite their 28-14 loss to North Texas State University last
weekend, the Racers moved up to number 15 in the division I-AA
poll. Eastern Kentucky University is number one followed by
North Texas State at number two,

Team wins tri-meet by
taking top five positions
By JOHN WRIGHT
Reporter

WOMEN'S

The Lady Racer's cross coun·
try team defeated Austin Peay

State University 47-15 at the
Frances E. Miller Memorial
Golf Course last weekend.
The Lady Racers swept the
top five places in the meet with
Kathy Mueller, 8 senior from
LaSalle, IH., covering the
3.1-mile course in 19:34
minutes to finish flrst. Jenny
Edmonds, 8 senior from
Downer's Grove, lll., and Val
Bowser, a senior from Dover,
Del., finistied ' behind Mueller
with times of 20:10 and 20:47
respectively.
Head coach Margaret Simmons said she was happy with
the win, but would have liked to

CROSS COUNTRY
have seen the team more ag.
gressive.
The team will travel to the
Kentucky Horse Park this
weekend to compete in the Ken·
tucky Invitational. The Racers
will face two of the top teams in
the nation, the University of
Kentucky and the University of
Indiana.
The Lady Wildcats were the
national champions last year
ana with four of their top run·
ners returning this year, are
strong contenders to retain the
championship.

CBM Computer Center
314MainSt.
753-7733

Cash Rebates

A fresh Mr. Gattis
large, 9 topping pizza
for only

Special Student ~~~~

and

Faculty Pricing!

Pam's

Ca~

:J-[ut

Custom cakes for
your sorority, fraternity,
organizational club, or
other special occasions ~~~~

ON THE SQUARE

759-4492

Dine in, Pickup, or Free Delivery

753-6656
Chestnut St.

Murray

Arterburn likes job as middle receiver
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor

When speaking of Racer football, the name that immediately comes to mind is qua.rterback
Michael Proctor. Rarely mentioned are the people on the end
of Proctor's passes, namely the
wide receivers. One of the
players at this position is Glen
Arterburn, a senior from
Hialeah, Fla.
Arterburn came to Murray
State as a quarterback from
Hialeah High School where he
was a three-year letterman in
football and baseball and was
named a Florida South All-Star.
Arterburn has caught only

seven ·passes for 84 yards and
one touchdown in the Racers'
first three games, but because
of a thigh bruise his playing
time has been limited. Arterburn is expeeted to return to action Saturday against Southern
lllinois University.
In his ftrst three seasons at
Murray State, Arterburn
caught 57 passes for 1,056 yards
and four touchdowns. Last
season, he caught 30 passes for
578 yards and two touchdowns
and was named all-OVC.
Racer head coach Mike
Mahoney said Arterburn is the
most dependable receiver on the
team. "We like to pass the ball

he has caught some deep passes,
we generally like to throw to
him in the middle range
because of his quickness and his
ability to make people miss
tackles on him."
Arterburn likes his job as a
middle-range receiver. "The 15
to 20-yard range is my favorite
because there are more people
to avoid there," he said. "I get
hit more there than on deep patterns, but it's not that bad."

r

Arterburn said although he
likes catching passes, he would
rather see more runs if it would
to him anytime it's a crucial help the Racers win.
part of the game," he said. "He
Arterburn said his most
has good hands, and although

Glen Arterburn

memorable game was last
year's 28-21 loss to Southern illinois University in which he
caught seven passes for 153
yards, a career high.
The thigh bruise that sidelined Arterburn has healed now,
he said. "I'm ready to go," he
said. "If no one else gets hurt, I
think we will have a good
chance of beating Eastern Kentucky for the OVC
championship."
Arterburn has seen many
good players come and go.
"Michael Proctor has a good
chance of getting a tryout for an
NFL team,'' he said. "It all
depends on if we win and how
much exposure we will get."

Team opens year with secOnd-place finish
in home meet Saturday against Austin Peay
By SCOTT BROWN
Reporter

Th~ men's croea country team
opened the 1989 seuon with a
home victory over Austin Peay
State University and members
of the Racer Track Club last
Saturday.
The Raceraled with 31 points,

followed by Au.tin Peay's 40
points and the Racer Track
Club's 58 points. John Ackerman, a sophomore from Naples,
Fla., led the Racer attack and
fmished third overall with a
time of 27:38.
"J ohn Ackerman is a hard
worker who did a good job for us
last season," coach Sta n

Wednesday
•
lS •••

Austin Peay's Dennis Santiago, man acroea the finish line and
who Narewski described as hav- seventh overall with a time of
ing a good shot at winning the 28:89. Carl Dillard, a freshman
Ohio Valley Conference title, from Hopkinsville, and Jeff
fmiahed farst overall with a Keller finished behind Rascoe
Narewaki said.
time of 26:66 on the five-mile with times of 28:55 and 28:66
Following Ackerman across
course.
the finiah line was Chris BarSee RUNNERS
Steve Rascoe, a junior from
riger, a freshman from J acksonPage 27
ville, Fla., with a time of27:49. Glasgow, was the Racera' third

CROSS
COUNI'RY

atch The Games 11/~i
on Murray Cablevision!!!

DOUBLE DAY

MSU at Tennessee Tech

Seco nd Set of Prints

Sept. 30

FREEl

-and-

Every Wednesday receive a second set
of prints absolutely FREE

MSU at Eastern Kentucky
Oct. 28
Package Price

$4ooo

Selection Is Everything ..
Especially with our

New Movie Selection System

CH E~'RugguT!

Includes Both Games

Call

753-5005

Memberships

"7 Days A Week

-

Over 40CO Movie Rentals
~------~

Movies
As low

as

49+

~--------

LOOK FOR COUPONS
ON CAMPUS

LARGER
Selection
of new
arrivals!

CAJ3L·e
V\Sl.N
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Allen assumes role as leader ·--···········--·····----------~I
I
14K GOLD
I
of volleyball team for season I HERRINGBONE
il
WITHTHJS

By MARK YOUNG
Spo,rts Editor

tain is good for Allen. "It is
teaching her what leadership
is,'' he said. "Murray State has
given her a lot, and this is a way
for her to give something back."

An integral part of the l.ady
Racer volleyball team's goals
for success this season is Lea
Ann Allen, captain of the team
and the team's leader on the
floor.
Allen, a junior from Quincy,
TIL, plays outside hitter. She
was named the team's Most
Valuable Player last season and
was a First Team All-Ohio
Valley Conference selection last
year.
Allen was named Quincy
High School's Defensive Player
of the Year as a senior and was
Offensive Player of the Year as
a junior.
An Academic All-America
candidate with a 3.92 grade
point average, Allen is the
reeordholder in four career
categories. She has 130 career
blocks, 62 career solo blocks, 68
block \ assists and 748 career
positive points, which is a total
of kills, attacks and blocks.
Allen also holds two season
records with 435 positive points
last seasOn and 45 block assists

Allen said she enjoys the poSi·
tioo she is in on the team.
"There is some pressure involv·
ed, but 1 enjoy doing it,'' she
said. "I have to be a leader for
the freshmen on the team, and I
have to try to keep everyone
wanting to play."

Lea Ann Allen
Head volleyball coach Oscar
Segovia said coaching Allen has
been a pleasure. "Lea Ann
keeps the team together and
does a good job of being captain," he said. "She has
matured so much since she has
been here."
Segovia is comfortable with
Allen as captain of the team. "It
is a nice feeling to know that I
have someone to trust as a captain," he said. "It sure makes
my job a lot easier."
Segovia also said being cap-

l~year.

Besides the pressure she feels
as captain, Allen puts added
pressure on herself as a player.
"I would like to be All·OVC
again,'' she said. "I have a pretty good chance of making it this
year with the rest of the team
behind me."

I
•
I
I
I

7" BRACELET

I
I
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•................................~I
MUSIC

MUSIC MUSIC
Thousands of LP's 99¢ and up I
Thousands of cassettes $2.99 and up! ·

World of Sound
222 S. 12th St.
(no calls please)

Afternoons
3 p.m.- 5 p.m. only

Allen expects a good season
for the team. " We have some
good freshmen to go along with
our experience," she said. "The
tough teams we are playing
right now are preparing us for
the OVC. Morehead will be the
team to beat in the conference,
and we are striving to be at the
top at the end of the season."

No Dealers

McCLURE'S TROPICAL FISH
~ Great variety of
~
~freshwater fish and supplies! ~
10-gallon black frame aquarium
only $9.70 every day
Quantity discount $50-5% off/$100-10% off
(group purchases mcluded)

RUNNERS
Continued from Page 26

759-9513

reepectivly.
Danny Weinfeld, a freshman
from Largo, Fla., finished 15th
(30:07) and Hulet Gregory, a
sopbomore"'from Florence, Ala.,

rounded out the Racer attack by
(tniabing 16th (30:35).
Former Racer croea country
standout Barry Knight led the
Racer Track Club and finished

aeeond overall with a time of
26:56.
The Racers travel to Memphis
Saturday to compete in the
Memphis State Invitational.

622 South 4th St.
(Next door to Bunny Bread)

.
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' All Lycra
.Shorts & Tights

All Printed
T·Shirts

NOW

NOW

I

•

0 off
By Nike, Reebok, Tiger,
Prince and Tretorn
.GREAT SELECTIONS!
ENTIRE STOCK!

-Sale Ends Oct. 1st-

•

SPORTING GOODS
"EII£1lYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUI LIFE"
753-8844

1203 Chestnut St.
.
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